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BUff!LO ; BILL'S VICTORH:

e

By the author of "BUFFALO BILL."

CHAPTER CL VI.
THE STRANGE GUIDE.

A company of United States Cavalry was encamped in the midst of a wild, mountainous country
of the Southwest at a time when civilization was
almost unknown in that wild land, then peopled by
savage tribes a!ld raided by outlaws from across the
R io Grande.
But for the pro tecting arm of the United States
army the few pioneers settling there would have
been robbed aud driven away, or m assacred, while
th ere was a bo11d of interest, if 11ot of symp athy , between the hostile Ind ia ns and the outlaws that cau sed
them to make war upon the sold ier and settler alike.
Acting under orders to hunt down a band of Mexican outl aws who had latel y crossed the Ri o Grande,
and were raid ing the ranch es of A merican citizens,
the troopers had follow ed their trail and driven them
in to a hid ing-place in the m oun tain country, when as
night came on , worn out with their hard rid ing for
several days, they had encamped earl y in the evening, their horses being almost completely dead beat.
~rhe command consisted of the captain, two lieu-

tenants, a surgeon, and sixty men, all }Vell mounted,
armed and equipped, yet a small force to venture so
far in to the conn try of the fierce Comancl1es.
They all knew their danger, yet were glad to press
on, believing that before long they must overtake the
Mexican bandits they were Jlllrsuing, and whose trail
showed that they were some thirty in number, not
over a day 's ride a head of t hem, and traveling very
slow, the latter fa ct pro ·.;in g that their horses were
m ore nearly broken down than were those of the
troopers.
/
Having selected his camp for the ni ght, Captain
Vernon Field, a handsome offi cer, yollng in years for
the rank he held, at once threw his scouts out to
guard th~ approaches to t he encampment, and placed
a line of sentinels also as an extra gu ard, .reali zi11g
the danger of a su dd en at ta ck by Comanches, wh ic'l1,
thou gh none had yet been seeri, might then be uncomfortabl y near them.
An early supper was disposed of, and the men
turned i11 for a 1011g rest, all except the scouts, sentinels and Captain Fields himself, for he had insisted
upon dividing the watches with his lieutenants.
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Seated by the fire , which was built in a canyon ,
smoking his pipe and chatting with Surgeon Sprague,
Captain Field suddenly arose to his feet as he saw a
stranger appear before him like an apparition, coming from he knew n ot where.
The stranger was a tall man, broad-shouldered,
splendidly formed and dressed in a buckskin suit;
the legg ins being stuck in the tops of his boots.
Upon his head was a Mexican sombrero richly em broidered in silver, and about his waist, half hiding
liis belt of arms, was a silk sash.
His face was as dark as a l\1exican 's, his hair
brown, and worn lon g, and a long silken mustache,
t he ends curled upward, gave him a dashing appear~\ll ce.
A serape of gay colors hung from his shoulders in
t he gracefu l manner tha t the Mexi cans wear them,
and altogether he was a most striking, handsome,
strange-looking person . Thougl1 Captain Field did
not realize it then, the stranger somehow bore a
singularly striking resemblance to Buffalo Bill, the
famous army scout.
Raising his sornbrebro courteo11sl y, before Captain
Field or Surgeon Sprague could utter a word, he
said in a low voice:
''May I ask if you, sir1 are the commander of this
troop?"
"I am, sir-Vernon Field, captain U nited States
Army, a t your service," was the prompt reply.
"You have a force, sir, 011ly of tiuee officers, five
scouts and sixty soldiers?"
" Yon 11ave co unted t liem all, sir, so must know
t hat they double your force of t h irty men."
"I do no t understand you, Captain Field?"
''Are you not the leader of the l\1exican OtJtlaws,
come to mak e terms wit h me, now I have driven yon
up into the Comanche country?"
The stranger smiled , but answered:
"No, sir, I am not a bandit; but permit me to in troduce myself as a Texan ran chero. "
"A ran cheto up in t his country?"
"No, my ranch is far from here; bu t hearing that
a party of soldiers had come here in pmsu it of Mexican outlaws, I cam e on to serve them as a guide, for
I kn ow this country well, and, in fact, wished to extricate you from the danger into which the bandits
liave led you.''
"How do you mean?"
"I mean t hat t he o utlaws are fr iendly with t •

Comanches-in fact, the guides are Comanche Indians, and they have led you into a trap."·
"Then you are not one of those Mexican outlaws?"
The words were uttered partly as an assertion,
partly as a question, and might or might not be taken
offensively.
HNo, sir, I am not a Mexican outlaw."
"How do you know that the Mexicans and Comanches are allies?''
"I have known it for months, sir, for on<:e I was a
captive of the Comanches, and also I have been a
prisoner in the hands of the outlaws," so I know both
well."
"Do you know where these I\lexicans are now encamped?"
"I do, sir." · ,
"Are there any Comanches near?"
"There are 500 Comanches now surroundi11g your
camp, sir."
"Ah! you know this?"
"I have been watching them for the past two
hours.''
"May I ask if th ey have seen the Mexicans?"
"They have, sir, and they attack you with their
combined force at dawn."
"How did you pass my sentinels and enter my
camp?"
·
"I came by a way where no sentinels were stationed, sir.''
"And what was your real motive in coming to my
camp?''
"I have told you, sir, that it was to save you and
your command from deat h-to ac t as your guide.'' ·
"An unknown gu ide?" and Captain Field spoke
in a tone of sarcasm.
The face of the stranger flushed at the words of
Captain Field, but he replied, quietly:
"Yes, sir, an unknown guide, yet I have no proof
b ut my word that I wish to serve you, and I tell you
frankly, tl1at t he ou tlaws led you in to a trap, for this
is what is called a blind valley, that is, having no
exit save where you cqme in .
"With the narrow entrance blocked by an ambush,
an d the Indians firing down upo n you from t he cliffs,
t here will be no hope for you whatever."
"Not according to your way of putting i t, sir, and
I tell you frankly that I wish to believe you are hone:-;t ; but if there is no exit to this valley how did you
( . t ~· · it?' )
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"I came here, sir, with the aid of my lasso, for I
lowered myself from yonder cliff, where my lariat
still hangs.,,
"Ah! that is the way you dodged my scouts and
sentinels?"
"My dear sir, yonr scouts do not know this country, surely, for the places where they stand are not
canyons, simply chasms that have no outlet, and the
danger of an attack upon you need only be looked
for from the way you came in, '?r from the tops of
the cliffs, so you can realize how completely you are
hemmed in.''
"It would seem so from your description. What
do you say, Sprague?''
The surgeon's reply came bluntly:
"If this man is a villain, his face belies him."
"Wake up Cole and Lane, please, and ask them to
ome here. "
The surgeon went off to obey, and in a few mintes returned accompanied by the two lieutenants,
ho regarded the stranger with surprise.
In a few words Captain Field explained tlie situation to .them, and asked their opinion.
I ''The man is one of the Mexican band, captain,
and is here as a spy. I would not trust him on
~ath," was Lieutenant Cole's qui ck r~ply.
"On the contrary, I believe he is what be says he
s," was Lieutenant Lane's response.
The stranger showed no emotion at hearing either
ff the rejoinders, nor even lo-oked at Surgeon Sprague,
ho added:
_,.
"You are right, Lane, I would trust him.''
"I do not say trust me, Captain Field, so do as you
please, for I know what the result will be to you and
~our men.
"Ent I would suggest that you order your scouts to
f.ush on from their positions, and return and report
f,he result, for it will take them bnt a short while to
Biscover that this valley has not an exit through any
of these canyons, only by way of the one that you
bame in.''
"Lieutenant Cole, order the scout to advance and
report the result to me without delay."
The officer walked off to obey the order, and turning again to the stranger, Captain Field said:
"If we are entrapped, sir, and the trails guarded,
ay I ask how you expect to guide us to safety?''
"The way I came into the valley, sir, over the
liffs."

l
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"Yott mean that we must climb the lasso to the
cliff above?"
" Yes, sir."
"What conld we do on foot in this country surrounded by hostiles?
"Your horses, sir, are worked clown, as you know,
and would be of 110 use in a flight; bnt with the fresh
ones of the Indians you could not only escape, but by
running off their ponies leave them afoot, for they
could not recover fresh ones under twenty-four
hours.''
"Your suggestion is a goo·d one; but where are
these Indian ponies?''
"As the Comanches could not ride in surrounding
yonr camp, they went on foot, leaving their ponies •
in the valley severa l miles from here.''
"And guarded?"
"There are nbout a dozen young bucks gnarding
them.',
"And yo ti could guic~e us to their horses?"
"I could, sir, along a ridge I know is not guarded,
for it begins at the cliff yonder where .my la5so
hangs.
"Following the ridge, it will lead us to a cliff,
which we ruust also descend by means of a lasso,
and then we are in the valley where the pouies are,
and th e braves who are encircling yon are miles
away.
"My idea is to climb th e lariat with a number of
others, which can be made fast to the pines there
and low ered, th11s enabling the men to make quick
work of it, aucl also draw up their saddles, bridles
and camp equipages.
"We can carry them along the ridge and lower
them iuto the valle}, where the ponies are."
"Your plan is certainly a good one, a11d you inspire me with confiden ce, in SJ?ite of appearances being
against you.
"But we must lose ou-r Mexicans, and the expedition prove a useless one.''
"I am not so sure of that, Captain Field, for the
outlaws must retreat from here by one of the two
p~sses, and when you have made the Comanches believe that you, glad to get away, have returned to
the fort. you ca11 divide yonr force in two com11Hmds
and ambush each pass, for I will guide you to them,
and you may be sure that the Mexicans will return
across the Rio Grandt! as sure as they believe they

r
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can do so, for they would not have come up here had
you not pressed them so closely."
'' I am glad to hear that, at least; but here come
,
the scouts.''
The scouts came in with Lieutenant Cole, and they
were S<!en to be a hardy, brave set of men, though
they had gotten beyond their knowledge of the country where they were wont to do scouting duty.
To the questions of Captain Field each one returned
the same answer, save the man who guarded the canyon the troopers haq entered the valley by, and- he
reported that there were In'.'lians assembled on their
trail.
'f lie others reported th at there was no exit from
• the canyons, the entrance to which they were gu'arding.
"I wiil take the risk, sir, and allow you to be our
guid e," said Captain Field, suddenly.

CHAPTER CL VII.
UNDER THE 'l'HR EA T OF DEA'fH.

The firelight showed a smile flit over the face of
the stranger, as Captain F ield said that he wonld
take the risk, and Lieute1~ant Cole said quickly:
"I would not trust him, Captain Field , for he is, I
feel assured, an outlaw.''
Unheec'ling the lieu~enant's words, the stranger remarked:
"I t hank you, sir, for youi; confidence in me, for I
admit that you have nothing but my word to ~ause
you to trust me.
"It is now nine o'clock, sir, and if you will allow
one of yonr men to climb the lariat and make the
others fast, for the rest of the ]nen can be getting
ready for the march."
"I tell you, captain, we will be led into a trap by
this man," urged Lieutenant Cole, excitedly.
"Either ge t us out of it, l\Ir. Cole, or allow me to
do as I deem best unquestioned," curtly replied Captain Field, and the li eutenant walked off mttttering
something about his hanging the man if he was in
command.
"Go up th e lariat yourself, sir, and carry the
others," said Captain Field, when they reached the
cliff where the lasso of the stranger hung over the
cliff.
With a bow at tlie confidence shown him, the
stranger seized the lasso and weut up baud over hand

in a way that showed he possessed great strength and
endurance.
He had hung about his neck a dozen lassoes, and
soon after his form, dimly seen against the sky, had
disappeared over the cliff, the ends of those he carried began to drop in a row.
The men had quickly awakened, and ordered to
pack up their traps to carry, as the horses were to be
left behind.
They obeyed in silenc e, wondering what such
orders meant, and soon appeared at the bottom of the
cliff carrying their saddles, bridles, anc! outfits.
Others had gone up the lassoes to where th e
stranger awaited them, and they were soon drawin
up the saddles, bridles, blankets and provisions.
It was the work of nearly two hours, but at last it
was accomplished, and then the strange guide said:
"I am ready to lead the way now, sir."
· '<one minute, Captain Fidd ?''
"Well, Cole."
"If. I seem to interfere, sir, it is for the interest o
us all, and, as you are following the guidance of a
man whom I suspect to be one of the outlaws, for he
certainly looks it, may I suggest that he guide us a
the revolver 's muzzle?''
"How do you mean, Mr. Cole?"
"I mean that a man shall walk behind him with a
cocked revolver, and if we are led into a trap, let
him be the first one to die.''
Captain Fidd bit his lips and seemed about to
make a sharp reply when the stranger said:
"Do as the lieutenant requests, Captain Field, for
perhaps the men would feel more secure."
"As you sugge!t it, sir, I will myself keep by your
side and it is useless to say that should you b
treacherous, which I do not believe of you, it will b
your death-knell the moment I have reason to doub
you?"
The guide bowed i11 silence, and, Captain Field
stepping to his side, he led the way through the
darkness along the ridge.
It was an hour's march, laden as the men were, t
the point where the guide halted and said they mus
descend into a valley.
All was dark there, but the sound of horses mov
ing about and cropping grass could be heard, and
Captain Field asked:
«What is the height here?"
1
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"Thirty feet, sir, and the lassoes could be made of the Comanches left with their horses, Lie ut enant
fa st to these trees."
Cole was about the onl y one, with pe rha ps two or
''Where are the Indian guards?''
three exceptions, who still had a belief th at the
"Do you see that break in the range, sir, relieved stranger would .p rove treacherous.
against the sky?"
When Captain Field said wh at he did, and offered
"Yes."
his hand to the guide, the lieutenant had hastened
"That is the pass into the valley, and half of the to remark:
guards are there, the others being over a mile away
"I still believe, Captain Field, that you are makwhere there is a pass out of the valley."
ing a sad mistake."
"All right; I will descend first with you."
"If I am, Lieutenant Cole, as comman der of th is
The 1assoes having had one end made fast to the expedition, I will be the most to su ffer if there is a
stunted pines growing on the edge of the cliff, the mistake made, while if I fall, Lieutena nt L aue, who
captain and the strange guide swung themselves over ranJ.:s you, will be in command, thus relievin g you
and descended into the valley.
again from respon si bility."
Then the scouts follo wed, and were ordered to
This cutting repl y silenced Lieutenant Cole effectreconn oitre while the men and th e traps. were being ively, and Captain F ield, picking out a dozen sollowered. One lasso was left in place as the last ma11 diers, along with the scouts, said :
came down, and just th en the scouts came back
"Now, gu ide, we will foll ow your lead to cap ture
reporting that there must be hundreds of ponies in that Ind ian guard , and remember, men, no shot must
the valley as they were scattered about, some staked be fired un less to save life.
out and others running loose.
"Lieutenant Lane, follow with the rest of th e
The staked animals were quickl y brought up and
force, save those who are surrounding the herd of
bridled and saddled, while others had the packs
ponies to drive after us."
strapped on them.
With this the strange guide led th e way in the
Then the guide said:
darkness,
setti11g the example by not ridin g, bu t
"We can get upon the Indi an guard, sir, by advancing on foot with the ponies, as though they were · leading his horse, a spotted pon y bearin g th e sadd le
and bridle of a chief.
grazing near.
As they came in closer under th e sha dows of the
"To make a perfect succt!ss of it I would advise
lofty
range tli e darkness deepened, but a glow ahead
that no shot be fired, but that picked men rush in on
showed
where a campfire was fl ickerin g, and the
the Indian s and silently kill or capture t hem, and I
gu
ide
whispered:
will be glad to lead the party to mak e the attack."
"That is tbe pass, sir, and we can get close upon
''Give me your hand, guide, for I have perfect
them
without being suspected."
confidence in you, an_d you are no lon ger at the muzShielded by their ponies, the men drew nearer and
zle cf a revolver in what you do,'' said Captain Field,
nearer to where the Comanches were lying to gu ard
frankly extending his hand to tbe stranger.
It had been with sad hearts that the soldiers had the pass out of the valley.
If it was as the strange guide had said, there were
left their horses behind them, for they were splendid
not
OV!ir half-a-dozen Indians there, all, except one,
animals and w~re like comrades to them.
bejng
doubtless asleep.
Only the fact that they could not go further with"The one on gu ard stand s yonder, under the cliff,
out several days' rest, and could not be carried away
and
I will try a ru se to get close to him," said the
with them the wa y the retreat had to be made, recong
uide,
and he took from the outfit on th e pon y he
ciled th em in leaving them.
'l'here were as many of th e men who doubted the had appropri ated the fantastic red bonnet of a chief
strange guide, as th ose who trusted him, so that and placed it tt pon his head .
Then, mounting, he rode on alone, leaving the
Lieutenant Cole had a large following in that
respec t ; but wh en they fo un d th e India11 ponies and captain and his men to still ad vance beh ind their
W:".re again mounted, with some 4 00 ponies to drive ponies.
off with them, along with the traps and equipments
They saw him disappear und er th e sh adow of the

./"
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cliff, but did not see that an Indian guard stepped out
in front of him, 'believing him to be a chief.
It was the guard's last act, for with a sudden bend
of the body t.he guide grasped him by the throat, and
qui ck as .a flash a revolver fell upon his head with a
crashing blow.
Releasi ng his grip upon the Indian's throat tre
form fell limp and unconscious to the ground, and
the guide rode at once toward the glow of the fire
visible among the rocks.
He motioned to Captain Field to come on with his
men, and leaving two soldiers to hold the horses, the
others came quickly forward.
"Did you find a guard there?" whispered the captain.
"Yes, he is off duty forever," was the low response,
and the guid e casting his war bonnet across his saddle led the way to the camp among the rocks.
A few paces had they gone . when they beheld a
small fire, and around it lay half-a -dozen blanketenveloped forms, all apparently fast asleep.
The guide, Captain Field, and the scouts moved
ahead, the soldiers following, and with a bound they
threw themselves 11po11 the sleeping Indians, clutching at their throats to stifle an outcry, and endeavoring to use their knives.
The struggle was , short, fierce, and 011ly the hard
breathing of the combatants broke the silence; but
the soldiers hastened up and aided in mastering the
half-dozen redskins, who were quickl y silenced forever, for an escape, or a warcry might ruin all, so
no mercy could be shown them.
There was a halt made tliere for the rest of the
command to come up, and the ponies to be formed
for a drive, the guide standing apart and waiting for
all to be in readiness to start.
That he could now be trnsted not a soul doubted,
un less it was Lientenant Cole, who was still blinded
•
by his prejudice against hi 111.
But Captain Field now believed thoroughly in his
strange gnide, and wl1e11 the troopers came up with
the herd, he rod e ahead with him, the stranger seeming fo know the country perfectly in the darkr1ess.
Thus was the retreat of the troopers begun, the
long line winding, like a serpent, amon g the ca11yoi1s
and valleys of the mountains and leaving the Co- .
manches surroul1Pi11g their camp, deserted by all
save the horses.

CHAPTER CLVIIL
A

LAME

APOLOGY.

When the day dawned the troopers, with their
large herd of ponies, were fifteen miles away from
the camp in the canyon which had so nearly proved
fatal to them.
The strange guide was still leading, with Captain
Field by his side, aud as the daylight brightened
over the range he said:
·
"A mile ahead is a valley where we can ha1t for
breakfast, for there is good grass there and plenty of
water.
"About the time we reach the camping-place the
Comanches will be attacking your camp, so that we
will rest an hour and still have a long start of them,
while you . know they will have only the Mexican
outlaws' horses and those you left behind to pursue
you with, and these ponies are fresh."
"Yes, I feel no anxiety whatever, now, for you
have saved my command from massacre, that is certain; but I regret J1aving to go back, even with our
large capture of Indian ponies, without those Mexican outlaws.''
. "I do not thi11k you will have to return without
them-·in fact, as I told yon, there are but two trails
back to the R io Grande, and one of them they will
take, so we can ambush them on both and capture
the entire party.''
''You think the Indians will not accompany them?''
"No more. than a few as guides, I think."
"We are strong enough to fight a large force,
th ough if the outlaws had an escort it would be
harder to capture them."
"Granted, sir; but I do not believe that they will
have an Indian guard, as they will believe you were.
satisfied with getting away and making a capture of
their ponies, so will not further molest the Mexicans.,,
"Well, I rely upon your opinion t11oronghly, and
I cannot tell you how much I owe to you for extricating us from the trap into which we had hastened."
"Do nol speak of it, sir, for I acted only from a
sense of duty in saving you from what I felt would
end in a massacre when I saw you pass on into the
mountains on the trail of the outlaws."
·
"You saw us pass, then ?"
"Yes, sir."
"vVhere were yon?"
"A day's ride from here, sir, hunting."
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"And you have a ranch in t his dangerous land,
you said?"
''My ranch is some twenty miles from the trail you
followed, sir, and from where I saw yon."
"You certainly take big chances, for 110 other
ranch is near you. "
"It is a big risk, sir, a nd now and then I am the
sufferer; b ut I like the wild life a nd its dangers, so
dwell there with t he half-dozen cowboys I keep on
my ranch.''
Captain F ield gazed iuto the face of th e guide, for
it was sunrise now, a nd he sa w it di s tinctl y, and he
had been an obj ect of interest to th e soldiers aud
scouts who also wish ed t6 have a good look at him
by daylight.
He saw a fa ce that was strikingly handsbme a·nd
expressive, while in the large bla ck eyes, fringed by
the lon gest of lashes, there was a fascination that all
must feel when he loo ked upon them.
H e certainl y was a m an fa r beyond the average,
and what 11::id driven such a m an to dwell in a wilderness, amid the deadliest da,ngers, no one could fa thom.
T hey had now reached the val le)i where there was
to be a halt m ade fo r breakfast, and as th e' men fil ed
by wh ere Captain F ield stood with the g uide, t he men
followe d the example of Lie ll tenant L ane and saluted
the gui de as well as t heir com man der.
The large herd of p onies, and a splend id lot they
were, at once began to crop th e juicy g rass, whil e,
h av ing placed a guard around th em, the men di smo11nted an d began to prepare bre<1kfast, forgetting
their fa ti g ue in t heir joy at th ei r escape, an d all entlrn siastic in their praise of th e s tra ng e guide.
Lieutena nt Lane at once rode up to t he guide, and
thtowing him self from the saddle sai d :
"All ow me to th ank you, sir, for your rescue of us
and most masterl y retreat."
The g ui de grasped his hand warml y an d replied :
"I am equally as g la d to have served you, lieu tenant, as you were to escap e."
Liei1te11 ant Cole h ad a lso dra ,vn near, but as he
said n othing to the gni de, Capta in F iel d remarked :
"Mr. Cok , do you not deem an apolog y due to our ,,.
good friend t here, as he h as proven th at your fears
of treachery were without the sli g l1 test foun dation?"
"I do owe him an apology, c ~1 pta i11 Field, and
will make it.
"But we took big chances 111 tru sting a stranger,

an d one who looks like a Mexi ca n, as you mu st
admit.' '
"vVe would have taken greater ch ances uot to have
fol lowed his lead ; but I felt sure th at you woul d
m::ike an ap ology when you saw that you had wron ged
·
him. " ·
"No one is more willing to do so, sir," and stepping up to the guide, Lieutenant Cole said :
''Guide, I wronged you, I find, in suspecting you
of treachery, an d I hope you will forget it. But you
look like a Mexican, an d, in fact, have, I detect, j ust
the slightest accent in your Engli s h, so seeing you
come into our camp, it was but natural I should mistake you for an outlaw.
"Now, I guess, we can trust you."
Ca ptain Field's looks darkened at the word s of
Lieutenant Cole, while he said in a low tone to Li eutenant Lane:
"By Jove! the apology is worse t ha n if he had
said nothin g-Cole is an ass."
"Yes, but listen."
'rhe guide had heard the word s of Lieutenant Cole
unmoved, and yet there was a brighter glance of the
eye, as he replied in his gentle way:
"As for your opinion of me, Lieutena nt Cole, I
care nothing whatever, and, as your apology to me
implied how yoll feel, I receive it wit h the indifference it deserves, " and he turned on hi s heel an d was
walking avva y, wh en Captain Fi eld called out:
"Come, guide , you breakfast with us h ere. Cole
meant well, onl y expressed him self ba ~11 y."
"I expressed m yself just as the guide ha s seen fit
to miderstand it, ' ' was the lieutenant's quick response.
'l'o th e retort of Li eutenant Cole the guide mad e
no response, while Captain Field and Lieutenant
Lalle both seemed deeply ama zed at the conduct of
their brother officer.
Ignorin g the juni or lieutenant, the g uid e turned to
the captain and sai d :
"I thank you, sir, but I have m y haversack of
provisions on m y sa ddle, for I left my owu horse
over under t li e m ountain yonder, when I followe d on
your trail last evening, for on foot it is not half th e
distance we had to ride to get here."
" I 'll send after your horse, for you must breakfast
with us. "
"Thank you, I will, and I'll have tim e to go after
him before breakfast is ready," and throwing him-
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self upon the spotted pony, be rode rapidly away in
the direction he had pointed out.
"He's gotten off now, and ten to one he ambushes
us before nigh tfall," growled Lieutenant Coie.
' ' See here, Cole, what is the cause of your unmanly, if I may so express it, attack upon that man?"
said Captain Field, wa·rmly.

with others, was admiring the animal and hi s equipments.
The bteakfast b eing read y they all fell to in earnest, having vigorous appetites, and under the influence of a hearty m eal, Lieutenant Cole offered the
guide a cigar, which was, 11owever, declined with
than ks.

"I do not like yo11r way of putting it, Captain_
After breakfast was over the guide led Captain
Field; btlt I flatter myself I am a reader of huma11 -· Field to one side, and taking a piece of paper fro m
na ture, and that man has treachery stamped upon his pocket, rapidly sketched with his pencil a map of
every fea ture."
the p osition where they th en were, the deserted camp
"On the contrary, I admire his face immensely, over twenty miies awa y, and wl1ere lay the Indian
for it is manly, fearless, intelligent, yet a trifle sad," village, with the two trails, one of which the Mexican 011tlaws must follow on their way back across the
remarked Lie11tenant Lane.
"I agree with y ou, Lane, it is a face to fascinate Rio Grande.
one, and he wou ld be a dangerous fellow among the
ladies," said Captain Field.
"Yes, the serpent fascinates the bird," sneered
Lie11 ten ant Cole.
"Well, Cole, he bas saved us from certain death,
and I wish yo11 to trea t him with the respect he de1
serves," sternl y said the captain.
"Oh, I'll treat him a ll righ t; . but see how he received my apology."
"But such an apology, Cole," laughed Lieutenant
Lane.
"Well, I eased my conscience by it, and so let it
go; but I fear we will yet rue meeting our m ysterio11s
guide."
"I will bear the responsibility if we do, so let the
matter dro p," said Captain Field, showing that he
cared to hear no more upon the stlbject.

.T he map showed the skillful hand of an artist,
and was just what Captain Field most desired.
"Yon see, Captain Field, that we can all follow
one trail to the first p nss, and leaving a part of your
force there, I can then lead the others to the second
pass, which is twenty miles away."
"I see, sir. "
"Having come by the trail we are now on, neither
the Mexicans nor the Indians will suspect that we
wi11 double and go back to the passes, either one of
which can be held by a small against a large force.
"Sh ould the Indians even escort the Mexicans you
can check them at the passes."
"And we can am bush them there?"
"Readily, sir, especially if the Indi ans do not
com e along , for yon can get the Mexicans into a trap
at either pass from which there is no escape."

i'11 hen I leave the arrangements in your hands, to
place us as you deem best, and we are ready to start
when you wish."
"It would be well, sir, to start at once, for should
the Indians follow us here, and they doubtless will,
A gay serape was rolled behind the cantle, thsre discovering that our trail turned off toward the
were saddle pockets on either side, with panther-skin · passc:s, they would at once know our intention; but
covering, a lariat hung at the massive silver:encir- should we hold on from here toward the fort, they
cled horn, and the knowing ones who glanced at the will consider that .we have gone thither."
''° You are right, sir, but how far will we have to
outfit whispered that there were hundreds of dollars
in the saddle and brid le alone, while th e horse was a travel on the back trail before we turn back?" .
"To the river marked here, sir, about a dozen
magnificent animal.
"I found him in the little canyon where I had miles awa y.
"\Ve can cross and then keep on up the banks to a
hemmed him ~n, and he has had plenty to eat and a
ford
twenty miles above and there can recross to the
rest since yesterda y afternoon, so is good for a long
trail," the guide remarked to Captain Field, who, pass."

Just as breakfast was announced by the cook of the
officers' mess th e guide wa s seen returning leading a
large, jet-black horse, _equipped with a superb Mexican saddle and bridle, mounted and adorned with
solid silver.
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"You plan well, and, as I said before, you are oui:
guide, so we follow your lead. 11
"I thank you, sir, for your confidence in me, especially as I came to yon nnder very suspicious circmnstances, and I really do not censure Lieutenant Cole
for doubting me.
"But there is one thing I wish to ask of you, Captain Field, before I guide you to the passes."
"You have but to name your terms, sir. 11
"Pardon me, sir, bu·t you misunderstand me,
though perhaps it was my way of expressing myself.
"I do not wish pay for my services, though, after
all, I do ask for terms,'' and the guide seemed greatly
embarrassed.
"Name your terms, please."
"I ask, sir, in return for my services, that when
your men fire upon the Mexicans they will be ordered
not to kill the chief, and more, that you will gz've
ltinz kis .freedom,'' was the surprising request of the
mysterious volunteer guide.

CH.APTER CLIX.
THE GUIDB'S STRANGE DEMAND.

That Captain Field was surprised at the demand of
the guide there was no doubt, for his amazement was
reveal ed in his handsome face.
He, however, expressed no surprise by words, but
simply said:
"Let me understand it, guide, just as you make
the request."
''I ask you, sir, in return for guiding you to the
passes, where you are almost certain to am bu sh the
returning l\Iexican outl aws, yes, and capture them,
that you will allow me to take possession of the
chief."
"To avenge yourself upon him for some wrong
do11e you, may I ask?''
"()h, no, sir, to set ~ee."
"You wish to set free this hated outlaw chief?"
"Yes, sir."
"Are you aware that it is Juan Elmo, the Mexican?''
"I am, sir."
"A man who is known, from his red deeds, as
'Butcher,' 'The Merciless,' and whom even the Mexicans call 'The Devil'?"
"'!'hat is the man, sir."
Continuing somewhat warmly, the captain said:
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"A man upon whose head there is a price set of
$s ,ooo in g old. 11
"That reward, sir, I will myself pay to your men if
you give him into my keeping.''
"You certainly make a most snrprisi11g demand."
"I ask for not another of th e band, sir; in fact,
will volunteer to guide you across the Rio Grande by
night to the stronghold of the outlaws, where you
cau capture a dozen more of the band, with quantities of booty, ponies and their complete outfit; but I
do ask for this man Juan Elmo, the Mexican
marauder."
"And I canuot understand your pleading for t he
life of such a man, so must decline to grant you r
demand, guide."
"I am sorry, sir, for my doing so you will wipe
out a band of outlaws, all save their chief."
"Can I not do so and capture him also?"
"N'o, sir."
"Why not?"

''I will not guz'de you to the passes. ''
"Ah! that is it. But suppose I can find them, for
I have here your map."
"Captain Field, I fully appreciate your desire to
capture this man, and h e deserves death, I admit,
but I will not see him go into a trap that will bring
him to the gailows any more than I would aUow you
and your men to be ambushed b y your foes."
Capt<i in Field saw that the guide was in earnest in
what he suid, aud yet he did 11ot grow angry, simply
remarking:
"Yon have some deep motive for this, guide?"
"I have, sir."
"What is it?"
"To save Elmo, as I said, sir."
"You will not tell me your real motive then?"
"I will tell you that in several instances I am indebted to this same Elmo for saving my life, when I
was a prisoner to the Mexican outlaws, and also a
captive to the Indians.
"It js true that I once did him a service, but he
has returned it, and I admit frankly to you in confidence that, but for his friendship for me, I could
not dwell as I do far from protection.
"Now, sir, you know why I ask the life of Elmo,
the Mexican, at your hands.''
"Yes, and I appreciate your confidence, and will
respect it; and owing so much to you as l do, for
your rescue of my men and myself froi;n what would
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ha\•e been certain death, I will grant your demand,
and if Elmo, the Mexican, is cciptured, he shall be
turned over to you, for with his band wiped out, aud
stronghold captnred, for I shall hold yon to yuur
promise to guide me to it, he will be no longer
dan gerous.,'
"I thank yon, sir, and I sincerely hope that he can
be convinced that his career of outlawry must end,"
w<is the response of the guide, who then, looking at
a handsome gold watch that he wore, continued:
"It is now after nine o'clock, sir, so we had better
be on tlie march."
"I will give the order at once, sir," , and Captain
Field walked back to the camp more than ever impressed with his strange gnide.
In fifteen minutes the command was mounted and
Captain Field rode ahead with the guide, and the
more he saw of him the more he admired him.
He sat his horse splendidly, and while conversing
nev er negl ected his duty as gnide for an instant.
Arriving at the river he had referred to they
cro:;sed and held on fur half a mile, to show that the
'trail still went northward, and then he branched off
to the right a11d came back to the river bank, following it 11p tlie stream.
It was afternoon whe11 a halt was called at the
upper ford, and then crossing, a ride of several miles
brought them to a narrow cauyon which was the pass
through the rauge.
There were good water and grass there, some timber, and a better place for an ambush could not be
asked for.
Having divided his force, aud leaving Lieutenant
Lane in comma1Jci, Captain Field himself went out
with the rest of his force tu the upper pass, the gnide
setting a brisk pace to get into position by night, he
explained.
The second pass was even better for an ambush
than the lower one, and Captain Field soon had !.1is
men in position, a ccimp being made half a mile
back.
"I think this is the trail they will retreat by," said
tl1e guide, confidently.
The pass for an am bush was au ideal one, for it
was a deep can yon th!:ough a lofty range, with breaks
here aud there where men could lie in hiding, their
presence w hol I y unsu spected.
"It would be well, sir," explained the guide, "to
allow me to take a dozen men to fall in behind the

Mexicans, after they have passed, and when yon
attack to head off their retreat."
"It was just what I was going to ask you to do,
guide.',
"Thank you, sir; and you will not forget the
orders to your men not to shoot the chie-f !"
"Ah, yes! But how are they to know him?"
"He always dresses as a Mexican of the highest
rank, sir, and wears a mask."
"Yes, I remember now tliat I have heard so, and
that bis buttons are of solid gold, and that he wears
a ruby serpent, with a head of emeralds and diamonds
in his hat worth a small fortune."
"Yes, sir."
"Elmo is certainly a very strange man, for with
the birth, bearing and education of a gentleman he is
vindictive, vicious and cruel as death. And yet
knowiug him as you do you save his life?"
uyes, I wish to cancel the debt I owe him for one
reason.',
"And that canceled?" ·
"Then, Captain Field, he must take the consequences of his own acts should he again become an
outlaw,,, was the stern response of the guide.
As it was not thought by the guide that the Mexicans
would come through the pass until the following day,
the men '\\·ere allowed a good night's rest iu camp, the
Texan and one of the scouts stauding watch.
It was thought that the outlaws would not start upon
thei;r retreat until they were sure that the soldiers had
returned to the fort with tht!ir captmed ponies.
The ponies had been coralled iu a canyon near the
lower pass, there to wait the result of the ambush, so
they were no trouble to those wbo were to lie in ambush
at the two passes.
The morning dawued without auy disturbance having
occurred during the night, and the guide came in to
breakfast, after which the soldiers were to be placed for
the attack.
Captain Field and a dozen men took up their positions
in the place of ambush, and a dozen more soldiers,
under the guide, were stationed among the rocks to cut
off the retreat.
There were several men left in the camp, who could
be called upon if needed, and the scouts went forward
on foot with the guide to report the approach of the outlaws.
They were to return aud report to Captain Field when
the time came for them to do so.
Going forward through the pass with his scouts, tbe
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guide took up position ahead, where a view of the trail
could be seen for miles winding around the mountain.
Hardly had they taken position when the keen eye of
the guide .detected afar off the coming of the outlaws.
''There they come," he said, quietly, and turning his
glass upon them he continued:
"Yes, tbey are coming, and at a quick pace, anxious
to push on as far as possible to-day, and be able to cross
the Rio Grande before dawn to-night.
''Ah! as I told Captain Field, they have his deserted
horses with theru, and I can only make out half-a-dozen
Indians in their midst, so that there will not be over
two score of them to fight, and the opening volley will
reduce the number largely; but ask him to be careful
to again warn the men to fire no shot that may kill or
wound th e chief."
The two couriers at once started back on the trail at a
trot, the guide calling after them:
'''Say to Captain Field to expect them in about an
hour."
Then, having taken another long look at the coming
outlaws, and the trail beyond, to see that there was no
protecting force of Indians following them, he started
back at a brisk walk to his own comman·a .
'fuming off among the rocks he came, after a walk of
several hundred yards, to a group of soldiers quietly
1
chatting togeth er, smoking or sleeping.
But at his coming· they quickly sprang to their feet
and saluted him politely .
"They are coming, men, and will be alon g in half an
hour.
''There are, besides the thirty outlq,ws half-a-dozen or
more. Indians, and they pave, I see, your own horses
along, so you will get them back again.
''Be ready to come when you hear my signal, for I
shall watch them p'ass, but, rem ember, the chief will be
dressed in a handsome Mexican suit and wear a mask,
'while he always rides a jet-bl-ad~ or a snow-white
stallion, so fire no shot to wound or kill him .."
''No, sir, I want to see him taken alive and strung
up," said the sergeant, and the mer; were of his way of
thinking, for th ey kuew not the secret of why they must
not wouud or kill th e outlaw leader.
The guide then went to his place of hiding and it was
all of half an hour .before the sergeant heard his signal
to come with his men, aud he at once started with them
at a double quick.
But just as they reached the guide a crashing volley
of carbines was heard in the pass that told them Captain
ield had sprung the trap.

'! 1

CHAPTER
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The guide, after leaving the soldiers, had been but a
short while in position , which was but a few rods distant
from the trail, when he beheld two horsemeu approaching.
They were Mexicans and rode along with the cautious
looks of scouts.
Soon after came a horseman leading a score of others,
who followed a respectful distance behind him.
Though all were dressed in tbe Mexican garb, the one
in advance wore a very elegant costume, elaborately
trimmed with gold braid, while his sombrero was jetblack and handsomely embroidered.
In the front of the crown glittered the jeweled serpent
Captain Field had spoken of, and over bis face, concealing it perfectly, was a mask of woven wire.
His saddle, bridle and equipments were very handsome and richly adorned, and he sat bis horse with the
perfection of grace and equestrian skill.
His form was tall, his shoulders massive, and he
looked like one born to lead, even though he led men to
deeds of crime.
'l'be meu who immediately followed him were all well
mounted , equipped and armed, and they also wore black
sombreros, which bad given them the name of the
"Black Hats."
Behind these came a drove of fine horses, about a hundre.d in munber, and the animals which Captain Field
and his men had been forced to leave in the canyon.
Foll owing these, a number of which carried packsaddles, were· a dozen more of the "Black Hats,"
driving the animals, and keeping them well up behind
the advance force, while in their rear rode a Comanche
chief and ten braves.
The Indians had just gotten out of si.ght when the
guide gave the sig11al, and the sergeant and his men
quickly came and took their places in the stands already
selected for them.
Then it was that th ey beard Captain Field's men open
fire upon the advance from his ambush.
When the ·captain gave the order, the two Mexican
scouts were almost upon them, with those following
within easy range.
"Remember, men, fire on each side of the chief, who,
you see, is masked , and be careful in your other shots
also not to kill or wound him-now, all ready-fire!"
The two scouts had bee.n ordered to drop the Mexican
s~outs, and the soldiers had all aimed at the force with
the chief, and the shots rang out almost as ·one rifle.
Both of the Mexicau scouts dropped from their saddles, and of th e force immediately with the chief half-adozen more fell, and also several horses.
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Hardly liad the rattle of the rifles died away when
Before he could pull trigger a second time the guide
the chief called out in Spanish:
grasped the weapon aud cried:
"\Ve are ambushed, men!
''Hold ! Do you not know me?''
"Back to the Indian village, for you r lives!"
"Ha! What does th is mean, tha t you are wi th my
The force wheeled quickly, but the-soldiers were pick- foes?" and the chi~f struggled to bis fee t , while he coning out their men now and several fell, while the retreat tinued, savagely:
upotJ the horses and those in the rear threw them in to
"You are a traitor to me, and I will kill you!"
confusion, which was increased by the fire of the gu ide
''I am here to befriend you, for your life is in my
and his force opening in their rear.
'hands.
"See! your men are cryiug for quarter, and not one
The retreat had begun, when suddenly several of the
will
escape.
Indians fell under the fire in their rear, and as the
"Come
with me-qui ck! or I will not answer for the
Mexicans crowded upon them they too were shot down
result.''
by auother well-aimed volley .
The chief went silently along, supported by t he arm
'·'Pick off your men now at will," ordered the guide,
of
the guide, for his steps were still unsteady .
coolly, and a shot from the repeating rifle with which
The
guide led him quickly among t he rocl·s toward
he was armed brought down the Comanche chief.
where he and the soldiers had been in ambu sh and if
Beaten in their front and in their rear, huddled toseen by the soldiers 11 0 notice was taken of it.
gether in terror and confusion, and seeing soldiers now
"Now you are safe, for there is a hiding-place among
advam:i;1g 11pon them, ~\'bile escape upon either side
was impossible, ti.le Mexicans yelled loudly for quarter. those rocks where you can remain until t he command
moves on.
But their cries were silenced by tlie thnnder tones of
'' \Vben it does, come out, for you can see from yonder
their chief, who shouted out:
rocky po,i nt when they take the trail. You \Yill find a
''Cowardly dogs! Do you cry for mercy from bullets, horse rnddled and
bri·dled l ef t for ypu , and food and a
to cl ie later at the end of a rope?
cantee n of water as well , for I will leave them.
"Follow me and cut your way back to safety !"
''Your weapons will also be there, and you must dis A cheer answered these brave words, and 'the Mexiguise yourself as you have done before in visiting me,
cans, to the number of a dozen, rallied around their
a nd make your way to my ranch, where I 'will soon join
chief, the remainder shrinking from the charge and
you , for you cann ot cross the river until it is safe for you
holding up their hands for mercy .
to do so.
As ti.le chief and those following him dashed away in
"Now I must be off or . they may come here."
the ride for life, the India11s al so joined them , and they
"One moment,'' cried the chief, eagerly.
swept back upon the guide and his men, who had barred
''Yes.''
their retreat.
''You are the traitor-who led these men here?"
As ti.Jey rushed on they were met by a volley that
''I am true to myself, and .my conduct to you now
brought down horses and men and sent the rest back in p roves that I
am no traitor to you.
flight from the terrible tire, for a shot from one of the
"There is your hiding-place, and if you value your
soldiers h'a d brought the outlaw chief's horse to the life go to my ranch
and await my coming."
ground, anti bis rider fell heavily and lay motionless.
With this the guide turned away, unheeding the call
The scene in the canyon was a thrilling oue, even ter- of the chief for him to rema iu.
rible, fur shots rattled viciously, the soldiers cheered ,
Twice did the masked ou tlaw raise the revoh·er he
the outlaws cursed savagely, a11d the warcry of the In- still held and take deliberate aim at the
retrea t ing form
dians raug above all, with the answering cries of the of the guide.
.
scouts a11d the neighing and snorting of. frightened
But each time he was prompted uot to pull trigger,
horses, all made tenfold more by the echoes tha t rnng aud the form of
the gu ide disappeared among the rocks,
back and forth from amoug the cliffs.
a11d at once realiziug his danger, the masked outlaw ran
In the midst of this scene the strange guide had run quickly to the cliff and climbed the rocks to the
hidingto the side of tbe fall eu chief of the outlaws.
place pointed out to him .
He fou~d him half dazed by his fall, but, conscious of
When he reached the scene of the combat the guide
his danger, he. was struggling to rise, and, see ing a form saw that the soldiers had been too busy gathering up the
approaching, he raised his reyolver and fired.
prisoners and looking after the wounded to notice his
But his hand was unsteady, his eye untrue from his ·depart u re with the outlaw chief.
fall , and he missed his aim.
The two forces bad joined, catching the outlaws in
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Jet ween them, and not a man had escaped other than and Cole were aidiug tlje surgeon in looking aft<::r the
:he outlaw leader.
wounded.
The Comanches bad suffered a loss of half their party,
The captain said as he approached:
m d several of those escaping death were wounded, but
''After you ha~ looked to the most serio11s cases,
ltood defiant and calm awaiting the fate that might be Sprague, I'll get you to examine my arm, for it bleeds
.heirs.
considerably.''
Over half the outlaw band had been slain, and for
"At once, captain," answered the su rgeon.
hose who bad surrendered half-a-dozen were wounded
The bull et had cut through the captain's arm, but
~ore or Jess severely.
the wound was skillfully dressed and bound up.
But their horses, and booty on th e pack animals beThe scouts had been sent up the canyon to see that no
ugiug to the soldier~ were all in th: p~ssession of the force of Indians were following, and in a couple of
ictors , who were delighted over their triumph .
hours' time the dead outlaws and redskins had been
Still the soldiers had not escaped unscathed, as four buried, th e prisoners thoroughly secured, the wounded
i\lere dead and fully a dozen bad received slight wouuds, all cared for, and the horses all caught, so that the com~ mong the latter being Captain Field, who got a bullet
mand was ready for tlie march.
rhrou g h his arm, but made light of it.
The dead soldiers were strapped on the backs of
With the dead and the dying, and over a score of dead horses, the most seriously wounded meu were mounted
orses on the field, the canyon presented indeed a very with a well man to aid them, and the command took up •
oattle-like appearance, and the men that had escaped tbe march for the river as soon as the guide returned
~ ith their liYes considered themselves most fortunate.
with the scou ts who were acti11g as guards. The guide
I . ''Ab, guide, I was looking for you to thank you for a had gone out on his spotted pony, but returned afoot,
ictory that is complete, for we owe it to you that our yet made no excuse for doing so.
uccess was so great," and Captain Field offered h.is
It was uear suuset when th ey came to the stream, aud
iaud to the guide, who responded in his quiet way:
crossed over, going into ,camp upou the other side, and
"Your success is only marred, Captain Field, by the theu Captaiu Field called his officers about him and held
scape of the chief ; but I did my duly by him, and your a council, the guide and the surgeon also being present.
ictory is a glorious one, while I am now ready to guide
''I wish to ask you, guide, how far it is from here to
ou to his strono-hold and complete the good work."
the
river?" asked the captaiu .
"'
I
''And I am ready to start when you will; but I was
"We can ride to the nearest ford, sir, in five hours."
old that the chief had fallen by some stray shot, and I
''And how lon g a ride upon the other side to the out•as fearful you might misundersta11d it after my prom- laws' stronghold?''
·se to you."
''Two hours, sir."
''No, no, it was a soldier who shot his horse, and I
''What do you propose, then ?''
o not belie,;e intentioiially.
' 'Th at you dispatch the force that is to return to the
"The chief fell heavily, but I led him away and ga ve fort with the wounded and prisoners in the
morning,
iim his release, so you can make what report you please, sir, and you camp
here until noon with your men who
ir, upon the matter, even stating your terms with me."
go to the stronghold.
''No, I shall report t he chief's escape, that is all.
''Then we can ride to the river and get a couple of
"Now about leaving here?"
hours' rest, cross after dark, capture the stronghold and
"I thiuk it would be well, sir, to bury the dead outget over again before daybreak, without our presence
laws and the redskins here, sir, carry your slain soldiers beina known
there to the Mexicans, save the outlaws."
on to the oth er side of the river, where we camp to"'
"That is the plan to follow, then; but ·what force
night, and there give th em burial, and from there the
would you take into Mexico.?"
orce can divide, those going to the fort and tliose to
' 'The smaller the better, sir-say twenty picked men
ttack th e stronghold."
-but I forgot to suggest,· sir, that it would be well to
" I will at once give the order, sir," and Captain Field
release your Comanche prisoners, when you leave camp
<lid so.
to-morrow 1 for on foot they cannot get back to their village to do you any harm, and the sto~ies they tell of the
CHAPTER CXI.
• wif>ing out of the outlaw band will do a great deal of
THE GUIDE KEEPS HIS WORD.
good in making them dread your power, and show them
Having issued bis orders to bury at once the slain out- that you dared to invade their own country and got out
aws and red13kins, Captain Field, calling to the guide to of it with victory on your side."
"A good idea, and we will set them free when we are
ccompany him, went over to where Lieutenants Lane
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ready to leave camp, letting them think we remain behind to guard the force t!rnt lea ves early.
"Lieutenant Cole, you will take command of the force
th at goes to the fort, for you, Lane, I wish to accompany me, and you \Vill pick out a sergeant, corporal and
sixtee n men, w ith two of the scouts, to go with you."
"What report shall I make to the colone l, sir?" asked
Lieuteu ant Cole.
"None. Simply say that I will make my report upon
my return."
''May I ask, sir, how it was that the chief of the outlaws escaped after his horse was shot down, aud be, I
·
believed, wounded?''
Captain Field's face flushed, but ere he could reply
the guide said in his calm way:
''I aided him to escape, Lieutenant Cole, for, as pay
for my services, I was given by Captain Field the life
and freedom of the outlaw chief.
"My motjve for releasing him I shall not explain, as
I consider it none of your business," and fhe guide
walked quickly away without waiting for Lieutenant
Cole's response.
That Lieutenant Cole had been the one to disobey
orders about the outla w chi ef, aud bad fired upon him,
missing his mark, but killing his horse, Captain Fi eld
felt assured when he asked the question about the leader
of the bau dits.
The prompt answer of the guide had relieved Captain
Field from making any= expl anation, and all could see
that Lieutenant Cole was con siderably cut by the retort
he bad received .
As the guide had walked away so quickly the lieu tenant could not reply to him, bu t said to Captain Fi~ld:
''The guide did want pay after all for his services,
and got it, too. "
"If you do not !ike my conduct of th is expedition,
Mr. Cole, prefer charges aga iust me upon your return to
the fort , but let me have no more of your slurs and ill
temper now," sharpl y said Captain Field, while Lieutenant Laue remarked, with fervor:
''Yes, Cole, you are ungenerous, for I think the lives
of all of us, the victory we have won, and the captu re
of hundreds of horses and booty are cheap indeed at the
price asked by that splendid fellow, not to speak of the
attack ou the stronghold which be is to guide Captain
Field to. ·
"If you have any complaint to make bring your
charges, and you will find that you have mad e a mistake," and Lieutenant Lane walked away to joiu the
captain and the guide.
'
The latter made no comment regard ing Lieutenant
Cole, but when Lieutenant Lane went off to pick the
men. who were to accompany them to the outlaws'
stronghold, leaving Captain Field alone with the guide,
the latter said :
''You doubtless observed, Captain Fi~ld, that I rode
away from the canyon camp on the spotted pony I had
selected the night in th.e valley, and returned on foot?"
''Yes, Cole attracted my attention to the fact."
' ' I took the pony, sir, with a Iiaversack of provisions,
cantee n of water and a serape to leave for the outlaw
chi ef Elmo, as I promised him I would, a nd to have left
him on foot, without anythi11g to eat, would have been
cruel even toward one who bin:self is merciless.

"I told him t'o make bis way toward the Rio Grande,
and I trust, sir, you will never again bear of E lmo, the
Butcher."
"It will be a victory to get rid of him so easily, and
I shall frankly report the small return you asked for all
your gallant services to me and my command, though,
naturally, I should have been glad to have seen the man
hanged," and no more '''as said upon the subject.
·
The next morn ing the force t111der Lieutenant Cole
pulled out for the fort, all of a four days' ride at the
pace they would have to travel, and the wounded were
carried along on travois attached to the Indian ponies.
With tbe pack animals and ·1arge herd of poni es, not
to speak of their wounded , the soldiers had their hands
foll , but went off chee rily, with the good wishes of the
comrades they left beh ind.
Th e latter force had been cut down for hard work, the
men all picked for their nerve and endurance, and ali
the horses selected as well.
Several extra animals were taken along in case of accideu t, and only two pack a11imals bearin g provisions.
After an early dinner t he captivB Indians were given
the provisions set aside for th em , and they were told to
return to th ei r people with all dispatch, taking their
,~vohncled comrades with them.
They seemed surpr.ised, yet pleased, and at once took
advantage of the permission, 11ot nnderstanding what it
meant.
When they were out of sight the command was ordered to ruonut, and the guide rode to the front, Captain
Field riding by bis side.
The pace was SEi'.t at a steady trot, and that the guide
knew the country t horoughly all saw by the manner in
wl1ich he saved every foot by cutting off the distance
.when it could be done.
A camp was made near the Rio Grande, before sunset, aud supper was prepared and men and horses had a
rest and food, after which they mounted, forded the
river , oncl at a rapid canter followed the guitle through
the darkness, and in Mexico he seemed also to know his
way thoroughly.
A sharp ride of a dozen miles up into the mountains
brought th e party to a heavily timbered canyon, and
uuder the direction of the guide the troopers charged in
upon a group of ado be huts, surrounding them in an
instant.
·
'l'he surprise was complete, and though th e dozen outlaws there showed fight when several of their number
fell, the others cried for quarter, and were made p ri soners, only one escaping in the darkness.
A large number of horses, and much booty, as well,
taken from American homes, was quickl y secured. and
within an hour after the arrival of the troopers they
were upou their return to the river, driv-ing their recap- ·
tlued auimals before them.
Crossing the Rio Grande without meeting a soul, they
push ed rapidly ou a nd wept into camp only when miles
vvere left between th em and th e river.
•After a rest of ~ couple of hours, the command again
started on the trail, but at a slower pace than before,
and after a few miles, the guide said:
''That is your trail to the right, Captain Field, and
mine goes to the left , for I leave you now."
"What? You will not go on with me to the fort?"
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''No, sir, I have a duty that calls me to my ranch.
Some day I hope we may meet again, and if you ~ave to
make a raid into the Comanche country I will be glad to
~erve as your guide."
Entreaties for him to go on were of no avail, and Captain · Field was compelled reluctantly to bid him goodby, whi le th e men drew up and salute<l as be rode by
them on his Jone trail.
They watched him until he rode out of sight, saw him
turn and wave his hat, and then they pressed on the
way to the fort, feeling that to him they owed their
lives and the victory they had won.

CHAPTER CLXII.
THE IN'l'RUDER.

A month after the escape of Captain Field's command,
and the capture of the outlaws under Elmo, the Butcher,
a small troop of cavalry was riding along a trail leading
from New Mexico into Texas.
A couple of scou ts rode a quarterof a mile in advance,
and then followed a handsome man of middle age, wea ring a fatigue uniform, the shoulder straps indicating his
rank as colonel.
By his side rode a you ng girl dressed in a blue habit
adon~ed with cavalry buttons, and wearing a ;.iat encircled by a gold military cord above which were a pair of
crossed sabers.
Behind them came a captain, and by his side was a
lady, evidently his wife, while the colonel's servant and
a lady's maid followed with a lieutenant and a score of
cavalrymen under his command.
Then came a dozen pack animals with their drivers,
while bringing u p the rear were several more soldiers
and a couple of scouts. ,
The lieutenant in charge of the troopers the reader
has already met, for it is Cameron Cole, who lrnd been
sent from Fort D - - to meet, at a half-way point,
C0lonel Monastery, who was ordered from New Mexico
to make a tour of inspection through the Rio Grande
country.
His daughter Marcelite, having been invited to visit
friends at Fort D--, bad taken the opportunity of
her father's going to have an escort, while Captain Silvester's wife was glad to go along also, the captain bei11g
attached to Colonel Monastery as his aide.
At the first sight of Marcelite Monastery, Lieutenant
Cole had fallen in love with her, and felt proud of the
distinction of. serving as her escort, though 'he had not
at first relished the duty he was ordered upon to go
through a most dangerous country to guard the colonel
to the fort, for he had not known then that the ladies
were in the party.
When he bad returned to the fort, after the capture of
the outlaws, he had very quickly thought better of making any charges against his captain on account of his
terms with the mysterio11s guide, and nothing more had
been thought of the matter, so it was dr,opped, Captain
Field being highly praised for his success, though he
was always frank to admit that be did not deserve the
honor of the victory .
The captain, however, had made a full report of the
affair, and in it bad recommended the guide as in every

way worthy of some reward from the Goverurneut for
his valuable services.
The t wo scants ahead of the escort of Colonel Monastery and his party came to a halt in a pretty valley that
led up into a range of mountains, and where grass and
water were plentiful.
''This is the best camping-place, sir, for the night,
though the sun is yet an hour high,'' said one of the
scouts, Wild Will, who had accompanied the colonel
from the fort in New Mexico, and was to go clear
through to Fort D - - with him.
\'All right, Wild \Vill, we will camp here if Lieutenant Cole deems best, though 'it is early yet to halt."
Thus appea led to Lieutenant Cole replied:
''This i~ the best camping-place, sir, as Wild Will
says, and I \:amped here on my way to meet you, sir."
''And we will have ample time to reach the fort day
after to-morrow, lieutenant?"
"Yes, sir; we can make it ear ly in the afternoon."
''Then here we camp,'' ans1Yered the colonel, and the
halt was ordered and a busy scene followed:
There ·were two sma ll tents pitched for the ladies and
th e three officers, the rest of the party throwing up
wickinps to suit themseh-es, and a tempting supper was
soon being prepared.
Lieutenant Cole had at once placed his sentinels some
distance from the camps, for they were in a most dangero11s country, and the colonel was more anxious than
he cared to show for the safety of his daughter and Mrs.
Silvester, with the small force of soldiers they had to
defend them in case of an attack by a large band of
Iudians.
After supper, when 11ight had fallen upon the valley,
Marcelite Monastery got out her guitar and began to
sing several Mexican ballads.
Her mother was a Mexican, Colonel Monastery having fallen in love with her when he was stationed at
Fort D - - years before, she being tbe sister of an officer of the army of Mexico, who was the colonel's-then
lieu tenant' s--warmest friend.
Marcelite possessed all th e graces for which her
mother had been noted, added to which was the spirit
and brilliancy of an American girl, and she at once, upon
leaving school and joining her father upon the frontier,
became the acknowledged belle of borderland.
Possessing . a beautiftil, sympathetic voice, Marcelite
lulled the camp to silence to listen to her, and had just
finished singing a plainttv e ballad, when suddenly all
started as a stranger appeared itl their midst, as they sat
about the campfire.
He had come from the darki1ess into the circle of the
firelight like an apparition just as the last notes of the
song had died away.
Mrs. Silvester uttered a cry of alarm, Lieutenant
Cole sprang to his feet, and every eye was fixed upon the
t all form of the unknown intruder into the camp, as b e
stood before them.
·
·
"Well, sir, who are you, and liow dare you intrude
into the privacy of this carup ?"
The speaker was Lieutenant Cole, and he spoke sternly
as he suddenly faced the intruder.
The latter stood u·prigbt, calm and with commanding mien before the circle about the campfire, every eye
upon him.

•
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Tu the question of Lieutenant Cole he replied in a low
tone:
"Your memory ·is short-Ii ved , Li eutenant Cole, that
you fail to recognize me, for we have met before and
under circumstances one cannot readily forget."
"Ah! you are the unknown gu ide!"
''Yes, I am the guide, sir, and I beg to offer an
apology for my intrusion into the privacy of your camp
by stating that once more I come to warn you of dauger
and to offer my services.''
"We have as our chief scout aud guide Wild Will, a
man whom you must have heard of, so we really do not
need your services, sir, though th anking you."
"I have heard often of Wild Will ," was the unmoved
rejoinder , "and acknowledge hi s just fame as a scout;
but even he cannot tell what is on the trail ah~ad of him ,
and hence I am here to warn you, and glad indeed am I
to be abl e to do so now that I see that th~re a re ladies in
the party."
''As c0111mander of the escort , sir, I am willing to
trust to Wild Will to guide us," replied Li eutenant
Cole.
But behi nd him came the words:
''I am not, lieuten ant, when this gentleman states
there are dangers ahead on the trail which Wild Will
cannot kuow of or discover until too late, perhaps.''
The speaker was Wild Will himself, and turniug upon
him Lieutenant Cole asked:
"Do you admit that you are at fault iu the trail, Wild
Will?"
"Oh, no, lieutenant, the trail is all right; but what
danger is there abea~ in it is the question.
"I have just come in from a scout, but discovered
nothing, and yet I saw this gentleman enter our camp
unseen by anyone until be got close to this fire, as I
followed him, and if he is the guide of whom I have
heard who saved Captain Field and his command, I have
full faith in him."
"Well said, Wild Will, fo r I saw Field's report of
that expedition and bis mysterious guide. Are you that
man, sir?" and Colonel Monastery approached the
stranger.
"I am, sir."
"You appear to like the Mexican attire, rather than
our simple garb, but that is uotbing against you, and I
am glad to meet you . "
The colonel offered .h is band, which the guide took,
raising his sombrero courteously as he did so.
Then Lieuteuant Cole ~aid:
''I am sorry, Colonel Mqnastery, that the guide and I
have never seemed to agree, though I confess the valuable services he rendered us, for I was one of Captain
Field's officers, you know, on that expeditiou after the
outlaws, but I think now we can trust wholly to the
guidance of Wild Will."
"I am no fool, Lieutenant Cole, and I wish to know
what danger lies before me," was the scout's blunt
response, and Marcelite smiled as she saw how it rnight
be taken that the lieutenant was a fool in declining
advice.
Colonel Monastery replied :
"I will be glad to hear what you have to report,
when you explain how you got into om cam p un seen ?"
As the colonel bad taken the matter in baud, Lieuten-

ant Cole was compe1led to remain silent, but he anxiously
watched for the reply- of the guide.
•
''I came down the mountain, sir, and passed in between your sentinels, not wishing to attract the attention of several Indian scouts who have been watcJ::iing
you, by having a sentinel challenge me."
"Do you mean that Ind ian scouts are watching · this
cam p, sir?" asked Wild Bill, quickly.
''There were three who were watching the camp, but
tpey returned to the valley just before I came between
your line of guards.''
"Then they came from ahead on the trail?"
"Yes, sir."
"Will yon inform me just what tl1e danger is that we
lrnve to meet?" asked the colonel, with an anxious
glauce at his danghter and Mrs. Silvester.
" Let me explain, sir, that I ha ve a ranch to the
southwest of here some forty miles, and wh ile hunting
to-clay on the ran ge beyond, my glass revealed a large
band of· Indians in the pass through this ran ge.
" I saw by their posit ion and action s that they were
lyin g in ambush for some one, and at on ce decided to
warn whoever it was of their dan ger if I could reach
them in time.
"I accordingly crossed th e ran ge and the plain bet·\\"een it and this one ahead, left my horse a few miles
from here in the mountains, and came on foot to I ie in
wait in the trail.
' 'But when I reached tl1e valley I saw three Indian
scouts on foot watching this clump of timber, and then
I discovered that whoever it was that they had gone
into ambush for had camped here.
"I watched their movements until after nightfall ,
when , seeing them depart, I came here to warn you, sir,
and also to offer ruy services as guid e to lead you by a
trail I know over the ran ge, and thus avoid the amhush
prepared for you by the Comanches, who are all of t:wo
hundred in number."

CHAPTER CLXIII.
TH~

NIGHT RIDE.

The terse, calmly-told story of the guide was listeued
to by all with the deepest interest, the two ladies
especially impressed by his splendid form and very
handsome, sad face and modest bearing.
Colonel Monastery was about to reply when Lieutenant Cole said:
"Warned of our danger, colonel, caunot Wild Will
be our guide around to avoid it, as we have not force
enough to fi g ht the Comanches."
''Pardon me, lieutenant, but I know only this trail
we are on, never having been but once before in this
country, so I could not guide you by nigh~ around the
pass, for it must be done to-night," Wild Will responded.
"What objection have you to this man being our
guide, Lieutenant Cole, after he has warned us of our
dan ger?" the colouel asked, somewhat sternly, for he
could not but notice that the young officer wished to get
rid of the guide.
"My objection, colonel, is not to be under obligation
to outsiders, when we can do for ourselves."

I
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''Will you undertake to guide the command aronn<l
the pass to-night?"
,
''I am not a guide or scout; sir; but perhaps one of
your other scouts can do so.''
"I can vouch for them, that they cannot ," Wild Will
responded.
'' Pardon me, colonel, I do not care to force my services upon Lieutenant Cole, who commauds this escort,
but having saved bis life upon ,a former occasion , I supposed that 'he would be willing to have faith in me,
though it is a matter of utter iu<lifference to me if he
has not; but for your sake, an d those with you, I advise
that you allow me to guide you safely , if Wild Will and
his scouts canuot do so.''
''You shall do so, sir.''
"You are right, colonel, for I know that tbis is a
country that few scouts know, and two hundred Coman ches on our tra il are to be a\•oi ded, even though we had
Lieutena11t Cole's en tire troop of cavalry.
''As for myself, I pass, and the scouts along will draw
out of a game, too, which they know nothing about."
The colonel smiled at Wild Will's sportsma nlike way
of expressing himself, and turning to the volunteer
g uide, asked:
''Do you consider it best to go on to-night, sir?''
"By all means, si r, for to-morrow will be too late!'
"And you wlll undertake to be our<g uide to safety?"
"I .will gladly do so, sir, as you have ladies along,
though, of course, I regret to place Li e utenant Cole
under obl igation to me."
''I shall not feel th at I am, sir, for I believe we could
ayoid the danger ; yet for th e sake of the ladies, it is
best to take no risks."
"But you will accompany us, Lieutenant Cole, au<l
not a ttempt to extricate yourself from the danger?" said
Marcelite, and the officer's face flushed, while Mrs. Silvester smiled, for there seemed to be a tinge of sarcasm
in the quest ion.
"I am under orders, Miss Monastery, to escort you in
safety to the fort , " was the lieutenant's reply.
"Then I am glad my father bas accepted the services
of t his gentleman as a volunteer guide , and," turning
now and extending her little hand , "I desire to thank
you, sir, for your kindness in coming to warn us of our
danger.''
The guide bowed low, in taking the extended hand,
and replied:
''It is a satisfaction as well as a pleasure, Miss Monastery, 'to do my duty.''
·
After a few words apart with Wild Will, Colon el Monastery turned again to t he .volunteer guide and said :
''I will ask you to assume your du t ies as guide, and
Wild Will will aid you when needed.
''When do you wish to start?''
''The sooner the better, sir, for it is a rough climb,
and a long ride across the plain to the range beyond,
whi le th e darkness of the night will delay us by slow
travel.''
''Lieu tenant Cole, please break camp and get ready to
start at once," ordered the colonel , and the young
officer salu ted and walked off to obey, but it was· evident
that hP was very sorry to have t he guide again cross his
path , / et he was too shrewd n ot to wish to profit by his

11

serv ices, though he hoped to find the danger not as great
as the guide had reported.
The tents were quickly taken down and packed away
with the camp ntensils, and the command was ready to
start in half au hour.
Au extra horse had been giveu to the guide, ·who rode
ahead with Wild Will, the oth er scouts h avi ng been left
to guard the rear.
1'urning back on the trail they bad come for a short
distance the guide tli~n branched off sharply to the left.
He had no trail to guide him now, and did not seem
to need any.
Wild Will rod e by bi s side and watchiug him closely
soon became convinced that he kuew just what he was
about, for he \"Vent on through the darkness unerringly .
Up tbe valley he went to the foothills, then over them
into t he mountain range and up the steep side, along th e
edge of dangerous ca n yous and through de use tim btr,
unde r tlie shadow of O':erlianging cliffs and then on up
to the summit of the 111ou11tai11s, where a halt was made
for a short rest before the descent was begun on the
other side to the plain below.
The descent of th e other side of the mountain was
more Jangerous than had been the ascent.
Tbe journey had to be made in Iudia u file, and even
iu th e darkness it could be seen that there were perils
passed wLich it ·was better for some of those with dizzy
heads not to have seen by dayli g ht.
Not once did the strange guide falter, and even Wild
Will, with his iroll nerve <md cool head, wondered that
the mau dared risk certain nlaces for the timid ones to
follow .
''Leave all to your horses-mine will lead the way
and yours will foliow," he had sa id at starting on the
descent.
Like a serpeut tbe loug line wound its way down
toward the vall ey, and after a ride of a couvle of hours
reached the plai n.
A rest was wished for by all, but the guide said:
' 'It is not very far from here to where the Indians are
ill ambu sh , and some s traggl ers may come this way, so
we must push on."
So push ou they did across the barren plain, for it was
far diffheut from the fertile valley beyond the range
which they b ad crossed.
There was nor a bush or tree in sig.bt, only a rock
here and there , with sand and pebbles.
The ride across was but six miles, and a short ha lt
was made before the climb up the mountains before
them .
The guide bad told the colonel and Wild Will all the
danger they had to fear, qO tha t the horses were not u n saddled, and the men were not allowed to go to sleep.
After fifteen minutes ' rest t hey again moun ted · and
began the climb of t he mountain and were glad to fi nd
it less high, dangerous a u<l steep than the one beh ind
them.
'I'he top was reached as the eastern skies bega n to
take on that pecttliar light tha t betokens the approach
of day, and here the guide called a bait and sa id:
"Colonel Monastery, if you wi ll allow Lieutenant
Cole to continue on witli the party, for t he t rai l now is
plain , I would lik e to have you, Captain Silvester and
Wi ld Will remain behind f.or a whi le that I may show
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you the sight that caused me to try and prevent you
''Do not fear for me, Colonel Monastery, for even if
going into an ambu sh.''
.
the Indiai1s saw me they would do me no · harm ."
''I will be glad to see it,' ' answered the colonel, and
''Indeed? Then you are their fri end?'' said the cologave the necessary orders.
nel in surprise.
The command then moved ou, oue of the scouts lead''No, sir ; I a m th eir foe, but they are my friends,' ' was
ing, for they bad come into a well-defined trail and the the response.
·
guide had told him that a mile away they would find a
good camping-place.
Those whom he had asked to remain dismounte:l and
CHAP'I'~R CLXIV.
awaited the coming of dawn.
THE
GUIDE STILL A MYS'rERY.
Gradually the day brightened, and hiding among the
rocks on the mountain top, the guide said:
As the mysterious guide made no explanation of bis
' ' Now direct your glasses at the foot oJ yonder high remark that he was the foe of the Indians, while they
cliff, where you will see a small clump of timber.''
were his friends, Colon el Monastery did not press him
They did so, aud Colonel Monastery sa id quickly:
for one, but remarked:
"There is an Indian camp there, and their horses are
''Wild Will will remain here on the watch, while you
grazing upon the little meadow near the cliff."
go with Captain Silvester and myself to camp and get
''Yes, sir, and they are guarding the pass through your own horse.
which you were corning.
"When the men come back who are to remain here,
''In fact, sir, they are now waiting for you to ride you can lead them, and we can send Wild Will his
into an ambush, for their three scouts reported last breakfast."
·
night that you bad gone into camp in the valley, instead
''If yol1 so wish, sir, I will,'' said the guide, and he
of pressing. on to the carupiug-place at the mouth of the added:
pass.
''As there is good water and grass in the camp below,
"They will soon discover that you do not come, and and none here, it would be well to take the scout' s horse
scouts will be sent out to reconuoitre, and it will be along, and when the rueu return let them come on foot,
shown that you have left.
and pick t1p their animals on th eir r etreat, thus giving
''Then th ese will follow you over the mountain with them a long r est.''
part of their force, while. the others will pusll on to
''A good idea that," said Wild Will, and he took up
wh ere you crossed the plaiu and then pursue."
his position as sentinel, glass in hand , while the others
''That
just what they will do, aud, pard, I, for one, rode on clown the range to th e camp .
owe you my life," said Wild Will.
It was just a mile away in a hole in the ra nge, where
"For if we had gone into that pass not one of us there was a lake and grass and wood in plenty .
would have escaped, that is certain," and Wild Will
All except the cooks bad thrown th emselves do wn to
grasped the hand of the guide.
rest, after the horses were unsaddled and stak ed out,
"Yes, you certainly have saved us from an awful and when Colonel Mona stery rode up with Captain Silfate," and the colonel spoke with deep emotion as be vester and the guide, breakfast was just ready.
thought of his beautiful daughter as being killed or
'' You breakfast with us , guide," sai d the colonel. ·
falling alive into the ban ds of the sava ges.
The guid e bowed his thanks and rem oved his somCaptain Silvester had the same thoughts, and be, too, brero as Ma1celite aud Mrs. Silvester approached.
They then saw by daylight his darkl y-bronzed fa ce,
was profuse in his gratitude to the guide, who remarked:
"Now, there is but one thiug to do, as I see it.
handsome, fearless, and full of intelligence.
''My horse is uear the camp where I sent the comHis black ha ir was worn long and fell in waving
mand, and, if you, Wild Will, will go and get your masses upon his broad shoulders , his hands and feet
breakfast and fetch him to me, I will remain here and were· small and sh apely, and his dress was a rich onewatch those redskins.
that of a Mex ican.
His manners were courtly, his langu age that of a
"It will be a couple of hours yet, Colonel Monastery,
before they really will be able to start iu pursuit, and refin ed a nd edu ca ted ma u , an d his whole bearin g was so
theu they have to cross the pl ain, and this range, so you antagonistic to one wh o led the wild life th a t he must,
that no one could understan d th e mystery of his doing
have all of fiv1e hours' start, after restin g .
"But their horses are fresh, wh ile yours are jaded, so.
"It was reported th a t ybur terms with Ca ptain F ield
as well as your people, and I would suggest, sir, that
you leave Wild Will here with me , and a couple of for the services you render,ed him were simply the life
scouts and eight soldiers to make a stand at this very a nd pa rdon of the chi ef of the outlaws, " sa id Captain
S ilvester, as they were eating breakfast.
place.
" Yes, sir, that is all I asked. "
' ' We can beat them back, for they will suppose your
"You cert ainly m ust ha ve h ad some stron g moti ve fo r
whole force is here, and then Wild Will and his men can
hasten on after you, I remaining alone to keep up a fire wishing to spa re such a man. for I have h eard such ter with my repeatiug rifle. .
·
rible stories of E lmo, the Mexican ."
It was Mrs. Sil \·es ter who spoke now , a nd in respon se
"When they again attack I will have gone, and the
delay will have pL1t even your tired horses beyond all the gui de sa id:
''I had a strong not ion, Mrs. Silvester, to return
chance of being overtaken . "
''Your plan is a good one, sir, all excepting leaving debts of gratitude I ow ed him , though I am sorry to say
be is as bad as he has been painted.''
·
you alone here."
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''Aud where is be uow ?'' asked Marcelite.
''He weut to l\Iexico after his escape, miss, and I
trust will give the United States Government no further
trou ble.''
"Now, a word about yourself," said the colonel.
The g uide bowed in silence.
"You are a rancbero, I believe?"
' 'I am, sir. I live on my ranch a day's ride from
here.''
'' 'rhe Ind.ians do uot harm you ?''
o, s ir, they are my friends, as I told you, sir."
''A ud you t heir foe?''
"Yes, sir, for I owe nothing to them, and they are the
enemies of all whites, but circumstances once placed rue
i11 a positic;m ti.Jat protects me from them.''
"You are a young man, scarcely thirty, I should say,
a man of education and refinement, so why not give up
this wild life of danger and solitude!"
''I came here, sir, not from choice, but from circum stances beyond my control, and the wild life I lead
chimes in with my humor."
"Yet you would not refuse to come out of it, if it
were possible?"
"How do yo u mean , sir?"
''I mean that you have eminently shown yourself
fitted for leadership.
"Your conduct of Field's expedition he has told me
of, and I know what your services last night were.
''Knowing this, and your nerve under trying circumstauces, added to your appearance and bearing, I think
I am safe in saying that I can procure for you an appoin tment as lieutenant in the United States army, for
t he President would be glad to reward your services by
such a well-deserved appoin tment. ' '
The face of the gui'1e flushed, and be seemed to feel
what the colonel had said, but replied:
''Thank you, Colonel Monastery, but I do not care
for au appoiutment in the Government · service other
than the one I now hold, though I appreciate your kindness and thank you very much."
The colonel, Captain Silvester alld Lieutenant Cole,
as well as the t wo ladies, looked a t the unknown guide
\vith surprise and increased interest, for his words,
seemingly a ''slip of the tongue," ' ' other than the one
I now hold," were a seeming confession that he was
more than a rancbero in reality.
''Then you are in the Government service now?'' said
the colonel in a direct way.
''I am a Government officer, sir,'' was the direct
response, though said with evident reluctance .
"And may I ask your name, sir, for we have never
known you as other than the unknown and mysterious
guide," ventured ti.Je colonel.
''My name is William Frederick, sir," was tlie quiet
response.
''Aud where can you obe addressed, Mr. Frederick, by
letter, may I ask?" the colonel inquired.
''A letter to me addressed to Fort D--, care of the
Antler there, will reach me, as I send there for my snppl ies, sir," was the reply, and lie continued, as though
anxious to escape furth er qu estioning:
' '. You had better all· get what rest you can now for a
couple of hours, and I will return to relieve Wild Will,
' ' i
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and. take what soldiers you may wish to send back with
me, sir.''
''Lie utenant Cole, select ten of the best mounted men
to return with Mr. Frederick to the top of t h e range,
and they are to leave their horses here, bu t all ready fo r
a hasty departure.
''After a rest of two hours more we will continue the
march ourselves.''
The lieutenant saluted and walked away to obey h is
orders.
·
Having obeyed h is orders, Lieutenant Cole returned
to the beadq uarters camp to fi 11<l that the guide had departed, tbe ladies had gone to take a short sle<::p in t he
tent pitched for them, and the colonel and Captain SilYester were spreadiJJg th eir blankets to follow t hei r
example.
The soldiers were already asleep, save the guards, and
so the lieutenant sought his own blanket for a nap.
When he left the camp the guide wended bis way
aloug the little valley until he came to a canyon into
which he turned.
It was narrow, grass-carpeted, and a spring fl owed
throug h it in a tiny stream.
A short distance from th e entrance two or three small
trees had bee n cut down and ranged as a barrier across
it, and beyond was seen a splendici black horse cropping
the grass.
At sight of his master he uttered a low neigh and
came trotting up to the barrier.
''Well, comrade, you have had a good time of it, for
you have literally beeu in clover here , and now we must
go.''
So saying, the guide went to some bushes and took
out his saddle, bridle and traps, and putting them on
the horse, mounted and rode away from the canyon.
He took the trail lead ing near the camp, but all were
asleep, and no on e saw him , and he continued on up to
the top of the range, whither the soldiers had already
gone on foot.
Reaching the summit, he found the soldiers bad already arrived and were asleep , while Wild Will was
calmly eating the breakfast th ey bad brought him.
''Well, pard, what news?" asked th e scout, as the
guide approached.
''After a sleep of two hours Colonel Monastery will
cou ti u ue the march and that start will keep them from
being overtaken by the Comanches, if we check them
here , as we must.
''But what have you seen?"
''It is just as yo11 said, pard.
''There was a great exci tement half an heur ago, and
some of them mounted and -rode through the pass, while
the rest went up along the range-see them?" and Wild
Will poiuted to where the Indians were then halted upon
the trail of the troopers.

CHAPTER CLXV.
SURPRISED.

'l'he Comanches were beyond doubt coming at on ce
upon the trail of the party, that bad so cleverly eluded
th em.
Their scouts had discovered, soon after daw n that,
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they bad left their camp, aud so had hastened back with
,the news to the large force lyin g in ambush .
There the Indians bad divided , a third of their number mounting in hot baste to follow them over the
mountains, while the rest had hastened 011 to bead them
off a t the point where they must come down the range
into the plain.
They knew the perilous path over the range, but did
not believe that it was known to the white scouts, or
that the party would attempt to make the ride by night.
They therefore supposed that they would be able to
head them off at the bottom of the range, and with half
a bundre:i warriors behind them , they would be caught
in a trap almost as secure as th e one -that the pass
would have been, only they would not be able to surprise them .
'!'hey supposed that a scout had gone on at night and
discovered them in ambush, and thus thwarted their
surprise of the soldiers; but they felt sure of giving
them a crushing defeat at the foot of the range , and thus
wipe out the stain of their missing Captain Field's commartd a month before, for they little dreamed that , as
then,, the same mysterious guide had rescued Colonel
Monastery's party from a massacre .
While Wild Will nte his breakfast the guide was
watching the Indians through his glass , and said:
''They have discov ered that they were too late, that
you have crossed the plains, and already they are starting upon the trail."
''Oh, yes, even though their poni es are fresh, they
will not be here under two hours and a half."
''And the command will then have been an hour on
the march?''
"Yes."
''Where did you wish to make a stand?''
''Just where we are, Wild Will, for, as you see, they
have ~o wind a zigzag trail in coming to this spot , which
brings them within range for several hundred yards . "
''That is so.''
''We can drive them back by a hot fire, and then,
while they are holding a pow-wow as to what to do, you
a11d your soldiers can run down the trail to where your
horses are, and th e longer rest they have had will soon
enable you to overtake the command."
''Aud you, pard ?"
''Oh , I'll stay here, firing a few shots to keep their
scouts back , and then mount and ride away . "
"If you a re not seen . "
''Trllst me for that ."
"Why not go on with me?" .
''No, I moot return to my ranch; thank you.''
''I wish you were an army officer, or at least a scout,
sir."
The guide smiled, and then told Wild Will what
Colonel Monastery had said about wishing to get him a
commission.
''Good! he'll do it, and I'll chip -in my little recommend also, for I can vouch for it that , with the excepti on perhaps of that great scout of th e Northwest, there
is not one man of the army that can follow a trail or
k nmvs the lay of a country as yon do."
·
' 'See, those fellows are coming more rapidly than I
thought, and they will run on foot up the range, so as
to relieve their ponies.

''They will reach here by the time the colonel will
have been half an hour on the trail,'· said the guide.
1'he two men then sat down and watched the coming
Comanches as they pressed on hotly along the trail.
They saw them stretched out in a long line, yet
enough were in advance to prove dangerous in an
attack.
At the base of the range they made a short halt for
their comrades to come up, and then on foot they
ascended the steep tra il , leadin g their ponies.
When they had gotten half way up the range Wild
Will awoke the corporal and his men, and they were
placed in the most advantageous position.
Refreshed by their breakfast and sleep, and with the
redskins near at hand, over a hundred in number , they
were ready for th e fray, and stood cool and determined,
awaiting the command t o fire.
Soon an Indian chief came in sight, leading his pony,
and behind him rapidly appeared his braves, until half a
hundred came into view.
By the time t ha t the chief was in range the whole
party, except those who were following the trail over
the other range, were in view, and Wild Will said:
"There are just a hundred and forty of th em."
''Yes, aud we are fifteen; but we will rilake them beli eve that we are the whole force.
''See, there come the others now, out from the base
of th e other range,'' said the guide, pointing to where
the oth er force of redskins were co ming into view.
After a few moments more, and when the chief was
not sixty yards distant, the guide said:
''Now, men, pick out your targets and fire at the
word.
''Let no shot miss.
''Ready, aim! fire!"
There was a crashing sound as the carbines of the
troopers and repeating rifles of Wild Will and the guide
flashed togeth er, and a wild, startl ed yell fr om the
amazed redskins, who were driven hastily back to cov er.
The soldiers had obeyed their instructions, and picked
their t argets, for hardly a shot failed to find a huma.n
form, while the repeating rifles of the guide and Wild
Will dropped half-a-dozen more bullets among the flying
redskins.
Back to cover as fast as they could run went the Iudia11s. some sprin g ing upon their ponies and riding
them back at full speed, and others deser ting their
horses to find shelter for themselves.
The repeating rifles continued popping until they ·
were out of range, the soldiers, by Wild Will's order,
getting ready to retreat clown th e hill to their horses.
' 'Have my horse ready for me", for I will soo n be
along," said the scout, and with a salute of farewell to
the guide the soldiers departed at a brisk pace down the
hill.
Wbe11 they had gone Wild Will sa id :
"Now, pard, you expect me to .desert you?"
"Ob, no, it is not that, for I will be all right; but I
exr,ect you to go after your men with all haste. "
'They can find their way on after the command."
''No, for they will not leave without you, and as they
are not trailers, they might lose their way without
you.''
"Will you go, too?"
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"Do you not know that these Indians might show at yonder point, and fire a revolver with the otber, and
themselves in a few minutes, and if no shot was fired at the shots will sound as though a score of men were
them, they would come ou at a rush and perhaps over- firing.''
take the command?' '
''A good idea, and then retreat?"
; 'That is true; but there is 110 way that they can flank
''It will be best, and you can hasten on after the comthis place?"
·
mand.''
"Only by going back to the plain and crossing miles
"Yes, aud you?"
abo\'e. ''
"I will go to the camp and then 111 ust go my way."
''Then you are safe, you are perfectly sure, if I leave
"Which way is that ?"
you?"
"I will joiu the Indians."
''Perfectly, for they would not harm me, if they did
'' Joi11 those red skins?" cried Wild \:\"ill, in surprise.
not know that I was now firing upon them."
''Yes, for I cau come up as though not iu the com"Then I will go on after the command, though it is mand, and I can tell them a story that will prevent
not my way to desert a comrade in trouble.
further pursuit."
•
''Some day I hope we will meet again, and if you ever
"You are a very remarkable mau, sir," said Wild
need a fri end, remember Scout Wild Will, pard," and Will, impressively.
the scout wruug the hand of the guide and was off at a
The guide smiled, and the weapons having been renrn.
loaded, the two fired their rifles and a revolver each toHe heard a shot now and then from the guide, doubt- gether, aiming at the point where the Indians had disless fired at a redskin who exposed himself, and when he appeared.
reached the camp he founJ the soldiers with their
1'hen they hastily departed, the gt1ide mounting his
horses saddled and bridled aud ready to leave.
horse while Wild Will ran .down the hill.
''Come, pards, we must push on after the command,''
Reaching the scout's horse, the two parted when they
he said.
had reached the camp, and while Wild Will went on
"And that brave ge11tlemau wotild stay behind, sir?" after the command, when he disappeared from sight the
asked the corporal.
guide deliberately took the trail back up the mountain
''Yes, he wished to keep up the idea that we were again.
still there-but hark! That is fierce firing, and the Indians are using their rifles.
"Push on, corporal, and follow the trail , a1 1d I will
come ou soon after. But I must go back to tha! bold felCHAPTER CLXVI.
low 's aid, for I have an idea that he needs me."
FRIEND OR FOE?
With this, Wild Will spurred on up the mountain for
Slowly up the mountain rode the guide, after leaving
some distance, then dismounting, lie threw his bridle
rein over a limb and ran on at full speed, for he did not Wild Will, until he reached the top, the scene of his
combat with the Indians.
wish to tire his horse out with the climb.
He went along most cautiously, like one who expected
He was a fleet runner, and bad wonderful endurance,
but the trail was a steep one, and he was panting like a to be fired upon at a moment's notice, and yet he saw
not a sign of a redskin.
bound when he arrived.
Their l ast lesson had made them think that the solWhat he discovered was the daring guide standing at
bay and firing · his revolvers, one in each hand, as diers were still there, so they became very cautious and
were geing to resort to strategy to accomplish what
rapidly as he could pull trigger.
·
Without a word to the guide, Wild Will uttered his force could not do.
As he reached the summit the guide dismounted, and
terrible warcry and called out:
fasteuing his horse to a stunted pine, he took a position
"Ho, men, now fire!"
As be did so be beg~n to fire with his repeating rifle, from whence he could glance over upon the trail.
The trail ran there down the mountain in a zigzag
and just in the nick of time, for the Indian s were.coming on at a run , firing their rifl es and a rrows as they did course, and around under the edge of the cliff behind
which the Indians had taken shelter.
so, for a number of them had firearms .
H was higher as they went down, and in no place was
The arrival of the sco ut at once checked their advance, for they felt that if the commalld had retreated, there a chance to scale it all the way to the plain below,
so that the redskius would have to retreat that way, go
as they believed, they were comi11g back again.
''You are a dead shot, pa rd, as well as a good guide further up the range, and seek another crossing miles
and scout," said Wild Will, as he glauced down on the away.
This the guide knew so that he was not at all distrail.
"1'hey made a rush on me, evidently suspecting that turped by fear that the Indians could make thi s flank
the c ~:m11nand h ad gone, and after emptying my rifle I movem ent over the range and overtake Colonel Monastery and his party.
began with m y revoh·ers."
"And did good service with both, I see."
''No, they will have to come this way, but when their
'''As you did, for your coming was just in time, as I co111rades come up with them they may make another
was about to mount my horse and run for it , though l charge upon the trail.
felt taht the Indians would recognize me and no longer
"As long as they are quiet I will uot show myself, for
r egard me as a friend.
it will give the colonel that much more time to press on
''B ut let us empty our rifles together with one hand, and get beyond pursuit.
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"I will wait here until I di scover a suspicious movemeut upon their part, and then show mysel f.''
,
So the guide c:.almly sat down upon a rock, where, between a clump of bushes he could view the trail.
An hour be had been there and then be saw a head
peep around a rock not a hundred yards away.
"I must show myself," and so saying, be ran back to
bis horse, J11ouuted, and placing h!s band to his mouth
gave three loug, distinct warcries .
Almost instantly came a dozen echoing similar cries
from behind the ridge , and a moment after the guide
rode into view, bi s han ds raised above bis bead, the
palms turned toward the redskius ..
A dozen rifles were raised , and it was an instant of
great peril ; but they were quickly lowered, aud he rode
to the edge of the ridge and called out in the Comanche
tongue:
•
. ' 'Let my red brothers come here.''
Without a moment of hesitation, half a hundred forms
sprang into view, and from their lips broke the same
long , loud warcry which the guide had uttered a short
whil e ago.
The warcry was taken up by the Iu<lians beyond the
cliff, and the mountains rang with a .t housand echoes.
But the guide did not change color, but simply sat his
horse with unmoved face awaiting the approach of the
Indians, for they were hastening towa rd him, while,
thou gh they did not fire upon him, they y et looked very
dangerous.
As those on foot reached the top of the ridge, there
came from behind the cliff t!Jeir com panious on horseback, all pressing toward the ridge.
''My red brother;; are welcome.
"Where is the great chief, Red Hat?" said the gllide
in a loud voice as the Iudians (he\'\; near.
''The g reat chief Red Hat is wounded baaly by the
bullets of the palefaces, the people of the Lone Chief,
the foes of the Comanches.
''Where are the paleface braves, and why is the Lone
Chief here?" came the answer of a tall chief who had
taken command afte r th e fall of the head chief.
"Is it the l\Iust an~ Killer who speaks?" questioned
the gu ide, looking closely at the young chief, as though
he now recognized him.
''I am the Chief Mustang Killer," proudly answered
the young Comanche, his braves standing silently abont
him.
''Let the Loue Chief tell him, then, that be saw the
paleface sold iers pass, beard them fire upon his brothers,
and when th ey had gone on the trail , he came here to
see if be cou ld not be good medicine for the braves of
the Reel Hat who had been hit by the bullets of their
foes."
'' The Loue Chief talks well, his heart is good, but let
him first tell with a straight tongue of the foes of the
Comanches,'' said the young chief, and a grunt of approbation ran through the crowd of warriors.
"What would the great young chief Mustang Killer
know?" calmly asked the guide.
''He saw the paleface braves?''
''Oh , yes, he was near them.''
''How many braves were there?' '
The guide silently raised his hands, with bis fingers
spread open, four times to indicate forty.

"There was a great chief?"
''Yes.''
''How many squaws?''
''Three," meaning the two ladies and Marcelite's
maid.
''How loug have they been gone?''
''Three hours."
"All of them?"
"No, tlle great white scout, Wild Will, and a comrade remained behind."
"'l'here were more."
"The Mustang Killer is wrong.
"The two had rifles that speak many times, and they
did so with their little guns," and the guide showed
how the many shots bad been made, adding:
"The Lone Chief bas eyes; be saw them.
''The Comanche braves were fooled, for the braves
had marcl1 ed a way, went lonli! ali{o also .
''The Mu~tang Killer will pursue with his braves and
capture · them, for the scalp of the great white Evil
Spirit, Wild Will, is worth much to the Comanches,
and it was the Evil Spirit who kept tlte palefaces from
falling into'Our trap at the range yonder."
"The Evil Spirit is. a great scout, and the Mustang
Killer would only follow to his death, for the many
s;:ieaking guns of the palefaces would cut down bis
braves like trees before the storm.
"They are far away, and fleet riders are coming out
from the fort to meet them , so let uot the .Mustang
Killer lead his breves to death.
''The Lone Chief has seen- be knows,'' and the guide
spoke impressively.
The impressive manner of the gu ide bad its weight
with th e Comanche braves, and the young chief who
was inclined to push ou iu pursuit, saw that be would
be alone in hi s wish.
They had already lost a score of braves killed , and as
many more wound ed more or less seriously, among them
being their head cliief, Red Hat.
To push on after the palefaces, several hours in advance, and with the prospect, as the guide bad hinted,
that other soldiers were coming from the fort to meet
them, might result far more seriously to them.
So the J\Iustaug Killer, thou gh most anxious to make
a name foi: himself, saw what th e temper of his bravest
was and coucluded to yield.
He therefore said:
"The Lone Chief bas spoken well , and it was the wish
of the great chief from beyond the river that the Comanches should listen to his words.
"Where is the great chief, the Paleface Killer, now?"
"The Paleface Killer is beyond the ri\'er, for th e white
braves destroyed his camp and captured bis riders," was
the guide's answer.
"Let the Lone Chief come uow to see the Red Hat,"
and the Mustaug Killer led the way down the trail to
where the wounded chief wm; lyiug .
Th e guide dismounted and followed him, and they
soon came to where the chief lay upon a blanket.
A bullet bad pierced bis side, and the warriors who
had gathered about him felt that he was mortally
wounded.
Glancing at him with a professional eye the guide
ordered him taken up, with the other wounded, and
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borne over the ridge, where there was pleuty of water,
So saying, be staked his horse out 'iYitl1 a long line,
wood and grass.
and shouldering his rifle , set out on foot back aloug the
To the Mustang Killer the guide said that it would be trail to the range.
well to camp where they were for several days, until th e
He soon passed the spot wh ere th e camp had beer1,
mortally wounded had died , and the chief Red Hat was and observing a lofty cliff near, he circled around it and
able to be removed , for he was rallying rapidly, and monnted to the top, concealing himself among some
after a week could be carried by easy marches to his dwarf pines growing there , for he saw that , from his
village.
·
position, be overlooked th e place where they had beaten
The iuflue11ce of the guide seemed to be felt by each back the Indians, and not a quarter of a mile from him
brave, and the young chief, in the chance of Red Hat's was th e g11ide seated 11pon a rock at the edge of the
recovery, dared not to follow the bent of his own humor, ridge , while his horse stood near.
so he had the dead buried, instead of being sent to their
''That looks strange, his going back to meet those
village, as he had intended, by a' small force, while he redskins.
pressed on with a baud of p icked warriors in pursuit of
''Yet he certainly fired upon them, and he saved our
the soldiers.
whol e outfit from death.
Having decided to reufaiu for some days, the cati1p
''I' II stay aud see what it meaus.
was made more comfortable for the wounded, hunters
''A h I he is risin g now , and h e is going to mount his
were seut out for game, and a line of scouts was plac_ed horse.
around the encampment where danger might be ex"I guess h e has just n·aited th ere to give the redskins
pected.
anoth er fight if they advanced, and allow the command
Several days thus passed away, and one day the Red that mnch more time to get ::rway-Hat appeared much better, ' hi s first question being
"No, he is riding over the ridge-the redskins must
about the Paleface Killer, Elmo, the outlaw chief.
have re reated.
''He is across the river, Iii · braves killed or pris"As I Ii ve, no!
oners,'' was the answer.
''He is raisi1Jg his h ands as a signal for peace,'' and
''T he ;paleface Killer is a great chief; his heart is
· Wild Will continued to watch the ridge until he saw
good, and his red brother the Red Hat loves him.
th e I11dians com e up and s urronnd the guide.
' 'Let the Lone Chief tell him to come back across the
"Well, that beats a ll ," he muttered, as he beheld the
Rio Grande and he will give him a hundred of his best
guide dismonnt, and leave his horse whil e he went over
young men to aid him make war upon the palefaces."
the ridge.
'
"I will tell the Paleface Killer."
Wild \Viii at once retreated along -the ridge, made
'"I'he Lone Chief is the brother of the Red Hat, too.
''If he would come to my village, I would make him his way swiftly, yet with extreme caution, back to the
canyon, and mounting his horse, rode on at a rapid gala great chief of my people.
lop after the soldiers.
"W ill he come?"
The animal was well rested and had a good feed, and
''The Lone. Chief mu st dwell alone-he cannot go to
went along at a brisk gallop, leaving his hiding-place
the village of t he R ed Hat, but he thauks him.
"To-morrow the Red Hat will be able to be moved. hardly ten minutes before th e Indian scouts sent out
and he will g o back to his people, the Lone Chief to his passed th e canyon and went along the trail a mile or
more to stand guard, so Wild Will had bad a closer call
lone tepee.''
And so it was that the next afternoon the Indians than he had thought.
H ad not the ladies been along the scout would have
broke csmp, carryiug their wounded on travois, and
seated upon his horse, as they fil ed a way. the guide been in no hurry, for th e soldiers could have stood at
watched them until they had disappeared in the dis- bay and given their pursuers a very severe lesson; but
it would not do to risk a fight when Marcelite Monastance, when he muttered:
·'A s trange people, whose religi on it is to kill-who tery aud Mrs. Sih·ester were along, as they might fall
under th e fire.
can blame them?'' •
So on h e rode at a swinging gallop, aud yet it was late
in the afternoon before he came in sight of the comCHAPTER CLVXII.
mand, for Colonel Monastery had pushed steadily on, int
tending to make an early camp for the night.
WILD WILL'S STORY.
Seeing the scout coming the soldiers broke forth in a
When Wild Will parted with the guide he rode rapidly
cheer, for the corporal having reported that he bad
for a mile or more, then came sudd enly to a bait.
remained behind for some reason, and that he had heard
" I will do it!"
He uttered the words in a determined way, then rode hot firing ou the range, all began to feel anxious regardback on the trail be had been following until lie came ing his safety.
back to a cauyon lead ing off to the left .
But he cam e along at a sw inging gallop, his face unEntering this , he saw that ~t went only for half a mile moved by excitemeut, and rai sing his hat courteously as
back into the hills , and at its end was a steep trail lead• he passed the ladies, he drew rein only when he reached
ing over the range.
the colon el, who was riding ahead with two of the
''That trail is made by deer , and leads to this pool and scouts.
grass.
"Colonel · Monastery, I have a report to make to you,
''Where deer go, my horse can, so here is the place si r, and then I would like to drop behind a few miles
for you to wait for me, old fellow."
with a couple of scouts, while you go into camp for a
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good rest, as I sec that your cattle need it, sir," he said,
politely.
''I aru glad to see you back again with us, Wild
Will," said Colonel Monastery, as he heard the scout 's
words, ~ud he at once drew his horse back behind t!Je
two scouts with whom be had been riding, while he
added:
''Halt at the first good camping-place you come to,
men."
The s~uts rode on at a more rapid pace, and the
colonel said :
''Now, Wild Will, you have something to report to
me, I am sure?"
"I wish to report to you, sir, that we gave the redskins a good lesson, and drove them back to shelter, and
then I S:!nt the corporal on with iiis men."'
' 'Yes, they joined ns about an hour and a half ago,
and we were anxious about you, as the corporal reported
that you sent him on while you retdrned, and be heard
hot firing on the range they had just left."
''Yes, sir, I went back because I heard firing, and felt
sure that the guide intended to still remain and keep
th e Indian s in check."
"Alone ?"
,
"Yes, sir."
"You were right?"
"I was, sir, for he had opened upon them hotly,
emptied his rifl e and was down to his revolvers when I
arrived and the Indians com iug on rapi0ly."
" He is a plucky man, Wild Will."
"He has as much nerve as any man I ever saw, sir."
'"But to your story.''
''I chipped in with my repeating rifle, and it proved
to be a surprise party, for the redskins bad evidently
thought that the command had gone, leaving perhaps
two or three men as a rear guard.
"The gnide seemed glad to see me, though surprised,
and we loaded our rifles and rattled them off with our
revolvers, just to let tl.Jem think there was a number
there, aud then we left the range.
· "At the camp the guide left me, sir, and I came on a
short distance and then decided to return aud reconnoitre.
''I left i.iy horse in a can you, returned to the high
point of rocks you remember near the spot where the
two trails met and came over the range."
"Yes, the trail we would have come by and the one
the guide led us by?''
"Yes, sir."
"I remember the high point."
"I hid up there and saw the guide seated on the side
of the range, bis hoqe standing near."
"What was he there for?"
''To still check the Indians I thought, sir, if they
again attempted to come on after you and so gain for
you more time.''
"And all alone, too?"
"Yes, sir."
''Noble fellow."
''While I watched, sir, I saw him rise and look over
.the ra11ge, then mount his horse and riding to the summit raise both o( his hands."
''What! they were coming upon him?"

'''I' hey . were coming, sir, and he did it in token of
peace."
''And they fired upon him?'' anxiously said the
colonel.
"Indeed they did not, sir, fire upon him."
''What then?"
''They were as friendiy with him as thieves, and he
went over the range and returned with their wounded,
taking them to your camp, sir."
"This is remarkable."
·
' ' He was evidently in no danger, sir, and was chief
medicine with th em, that is certain, for be was looking
after their wounded.''
''And then?"
"I found that I had to get away or lose my scalp, so I
left, sir, returned to my horse and rode hard to overtake
you, sir."
''And I am glad that you did, Wild Will. But what
do you make out of the guide's mysterious friendship
with the Indians whom he had fought a while before?"
''And fought hard, sir, for that man throws away no
shots.''
''It is beyond my comprehension, his bebavior. ''
''He certainly kept them from pursuiu~ you, sir, I
am glad to say, for they did not do so, but went quietly
into camp, and put out their scouts; bi1t whether they
will thiuk better of it and come on, it is hard to say, so
I wish to drop back a few miles with a couple of men,
take a point where I can see the trail for some distance,
thus giving you good time to move on, sir."
''A good idea; but what,do you make out of the guide
being the foe and friend alike of the Comanches?"
''He said they would not harm him, sir, that be was
safe with them unless they knew him to be against
them, and so I take it that be has some sec'r et bold upon
them, that we do not understand, and he does not care
to 111ake known to us."
''Yes, some secret power over them he certain!y has,"
said the colonel, and after a few more words with Wild
Will, the latter rode back on the trail, accompanied · by
a soldier and a scout.
A few miles further on the scouts in advance came
upon the very spot for a camp, and which was capable of
beiug well defeuded as well, and here the halt was made
for the night.
Colonel Monastery told Captaiu Silvester and the
others at supper what Wild Wi,l reported about the
guide, and they v:ondered at his mysterious secret power
with the Indians that prevented them from putting Him
to death, while Lieutenant Cole said:
"You may not believe it, Colonel Monastery, but I
am sure that that man is crooked, that he lives a double
life, and some day you will find out that I am right."
"I shall ·wait for proof of it before I believe," was
Marcelite's quick response.
CHAPTER CLXVIII.
'l'HE MYSTERIOUS GUIDE KNOWN.

The unknown and most mysterious guide who ha_d so
strangely figured in this story left the Indians and
wended his way to his own lone ranch.
It was in a fertile valley on a mountain top, and from
many high points of lookout near his door be could see
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for miles and miles around and command every approach
to his retreat.
lt was a camp, rather than a ranch, with lightly-built
cabins, and in the valley were visible very few cattle,
and a couple of score of very fine horses.
A group of half-a-dozen men, all Americans save two,
who were Mexicans, and a bold aud hardy lot of men,
arose to greet him as be rode up, one of them saying:
''We were ~etting anxious about you, chief."
''Well I have had my hands full, Sam; but is there
any word for me from the ,Rio Grande?"
''Yes, sir, your Mexican, who went with Elmo bas
returned and brings you a letter.''
The letter was eagerly seized and read, and the guide
said in a cheery way:
''Our time here ends, boys, for we start for the Rio
Grande to-night, and then for Fort D--.
''Get your traps all ready, and take the horses;. but
the cattle we leave to become wild, a game for the Indians, for we must ride rapidly."
That night the guide and his followers left what had
been their home for months aud pushed rapidly on to the
Rio Grande.
The Mexican who bad gone with Elmo, the outlaw,
from the mountain rauch, led the party to a retreat on
the American side of the Rio Grande, and then departed
alone.
That night he returned, and not alone, for Elmo, the
outlaw, was with him, and besides there were three
horsemen and a horsewoman, and the guide gave them a
warm welcome, while he said:
"It bas been a loug and bard task to find you, Colonel
Deering, but I am glad that it is over with and you and
your party are safe.
''\Ve will start at ouce for Fort D--, where Colonel
Monastery now is."
''And we shall be glad to get there, I assure you, Mr.
Frederick, and we owe all to you, as the Mexican, Seuor
Elmo, has told me,'' auswered the one addressed as
Colonel Deering.
Then the guide turned to Elmo,. and the two walked
apart together, the former saying:
''Well, Elmo, you kept your pledge, as I knew that
you would, for I >vas sure that you had not wholly forgotten the old days of our boyhood, a1:c1 that the teachings of your good mother 'would yet govern you.
"I admit that life went rough with you, and accident
made you go wrong at first, and you bad much to put
up with, and turned to a life of outlawry as the only
chance, but as I told the general that I had faith in you,
and be allowed me to come here to accomplish, \"\'ith you,r
aid and old friendship for me, I felt I could do so, I have
shown that you were true at 11eart, and you saved me
and my men from attack by the Comaucbes, gave me
power among them and have in t' e encl done the right
tbing by yielding up your prisoners, safe and without
ransom or terms, I now give to you the pardon I hold
for you, and have held since my corniug here, and I sincerely hope that you will from now on lead a different
life.''
' ' I will, my good friend, and I owe it to you.
"Now I shall live in Mexico until one day I feel that
I must return to the old home-then I will look you up.
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''It was noble of you to trust in me, and place yourself
in my power to accomplish the release of Colonel Deering and his pai:ty.
"But I promised you that the Indians should treat
you and your men as my brother, and they did so, and I
feel glad that I kept my pledge, though forced to do so
in the end by the detention of my oiltlaw band, and
released the prisoners I captured a year ago and have
held in Mexico,
"Good-'Dy, my boyhood pard, and success be yours to
the end.''
The outlaw wrung the hand of the guide, and thus the
two parted.
Half all hour after he had reached the Rio Grande and
the guide was leading the released prisoners on the trail
to Fort D--.
It was l'lear stmset of the next day when the fort was
reached, aud savin2" the guide's own escort all rode up
to the headquarters of Colonel Monastery, who called
out:
'' Deeriug, is it you or your ghost I see, for I had
given you up as dead, you and those with you."
''No, Cofonel Monastery, I am all right, as is my
daughter and my two officers who were captured with
me a year ago, aml we have beeu prisoners in the secret
camp of Elmo, the outlaw, in Mexico. But our rescue
is entirely due to our good friend here--"
"Our guide, William Fredericl~, I'll wager high on
it."
"Your guide? Our rescuer is Ch'ief of Army Scouts,
William F. Cody, better kuown as Buffalo Bill, the King
of Plainsmen!"
The secret was out.
'l'he strange guide was known as he really wasBuffalo Bill, th~ Scout.
This announcement created a big sensation among
those who knew the scout as Mr. Frederick, and a cheer
went up as they crowded around him to shake his band.
Deering told of his capture long before, and how all
had been held for ransom, while, their fate being unknown, Buffalo Bill had volunteered to find out, and
General Sherman bad allowed him to do so in his own
way, which was to seek the hauuts of the Mexican outlaw chief, claim with his smut allies to be rancheros,
and relying in the fact that the outlaw leader was a
boyhood friend of his, to place faith in him and thus
learn all the secrets of the band and of the Indian camps
as to what had become of Coionel Deering and his party.
· 1'his Buffalo Bill had done, but if known as the great
army scout he would not have been trusted, so all bad
sworn to keep his identity hidden. and thus bad done so.
''Do you still mistrust Scout Cody, Lieuteuant Cole?"
asked Marcelite Monastery, determined to give the officer a sly dig.
''I confess now to my error in ever having done so,
and I- humbly ask pardon, Cody," was the frank reply.
''Willingly granted, Lien tenant Cole; but I bad a part
to play, and did so," was Buffalo Bill's response.
' ' Aud won out in the end, as you always do,'' added"
Colonel Monastery.
TO BR CONTINUltD.

PRIZE ANECDOTE DEPARTMENT.
Boys, lobk 011 page 3l and see the announcement of the new contest. We propose to make
this contest the most successful and far-reaching ever conducted. It rests with you to do it, but we know that you
·can, because the first contest along the same lines has been a tremendous success.
H ere are some of the best articles received this week :

A Na rrow Shave.
(By George Syh- ester, Gloucester, Mass.)
One day in the Hpr in g of i898 my friend and 1 started out to
h ave a good time. vVe were walking a long the Bosto n and
Mai ne Railt·oad, i11 tend ing to go to our camp in West Gloucesi er . We both h ad out· g.11118 on o ur shoulders, and were walking carelessly along " ·h en we h eard the whistle of a southbound trai n , so we {yen t o,·er on the other track. When the
north -bo un d train bJe,\.- her whist le we <lid not kno\Y w h at to
do. If we stepped OYer t h e irack the south-bou nd train would
be on us, so I caught ho ld of my friend and jumped in the
rive r.
As we could n ot swim, the tide canied us way down the cut.
As soon as we could stand on our feet in the water we came
ashore. We were in a ve1·y barl coudition to walk two miles to
get home, so we walked to ou1· camp, which was about a half
a mile away. We got there and stayed oyer night, nnd the
news h ad spread aronnd in Gloucester thnt two boys were
knocked into the river and dro"\\·ned by the north-bound
express.
I te ll you, it was n s urprise to the people when they saw us
enter the city that morning. Ever since the fellow s have
given us th e nickname of narrow .

A Fearful Night.
( Dy Charles Spreen, Lam p,asas, Texns. )
I h ave been rcar1ing Street & Smith's week li es, and like
them a ll , but my favo!"ite ls the B uffa lo Bill stOl'ies. I noticed
your Anecdote Prize Contest and thought I would tell you of
an adventu re I had last winter. A few friends and myself decided we \ \'Ollld spend Chl'istrnn's on t h e Colorado Ri ve r, as it
iR n fine place for fish, deer, rluck, geese , turkey and oth er
wild game.
We fixed the day, and slnrle(I Monday morning at 4 o'clock
nnd got there the sam e day rmd pitchcrl te nts. '! 'he next morning we decided to go on a big huntiug trip. Clyde Wolf, m y
churn, anrl I start.er! in one direction, while the other boys
started in ai1other direction . We went down t he river and gbt
a few ducks , and then de cided to hunt deer. As th e snow "·as
about two inches deep, we could easily track (leer. We saw
the trncks of one an d followed it several miles, but at last gave
u p the search, as it was growing late, :md t ho ught best to go
back to t h e camp. We ntonce se t out, and hunted several h ourf. 1
bnt could n ot find it. "Ve then came to the co ncl usion that we
were lost. We wet'e in the dense cedar brakes and night came
on us fa st, but still we went on. We were walking a long, when
suddenl y in front of 11 s we saw two lnrge bnlls of fire. I told
Clyde the best we could <lo '"as for 11s both to sho ot at the
same time to be sure of kill in g what we thought to be a Mexican lio n. \\'e shot between his eyes, but only wounded him,
which made him very vicious. I again shot him and almost
killed him, but. we bad to ti ght him in a fierce hand-to-hand
co nflict . We we re victorious afte r five min utes' hard fighting,
but we h ad numerous ugl y scratches from his cl aws.
As soon as we had our enemy killed, we li t a match, and it
proved to be a big panther. We then proceeded on again and
were walkin g leisurely along whe n we thought we heard
somethin g growl. We dropped our guns and started on a run,
and th en climbed up a tree . We we 1·e up in the tree a little
while when we heard some wolves coming. 'l'hey came under

the tree and stayed till morning when the other boys came
and shot t hem. The boys had heard o ur cries and they camel
to our r escue in a hurry ns they thought we were being killee
by so me wild animals. We were mighty glad to get out of the
trees and go back to camp, as the night had been exceedingly
cold, a nd we were almost frozen. It was daylight now, and
we recoye r ecl our guns, and hunted back to the camp. We shot
a big deer and took it to camp and skinned it. It was unanimously decided by all to pull out for h ome. We went the n ext
da~-, fllld that was Ott» last hunting t1'ip on t11e Colorado
H.i\'er.

Throu gh Thin Ice.
(B'y Patrick Noon, Toledo, Ohio.)
It was a cold, brisl,:: evening in the winter of 1898 that my
adventu re took plnce. I bnrl been visiting a friend who resides
in the upper end of the city. The ice was quite thick on the
riv er , and I decided· to skate down.
I was about half way home when I skated on to a spot
where the ice had been cut, and where thin ice had formed.
'!'he space was about fifteen feet square. There was a danger
sign at the spot, but in the darkness I did not notice it. I was
going a t good speed, and was nea rly across before I broke
throu gh .
I. succeeded in reaching the solid ice , but I was so fatigued
that I could not climb upon it. My h ands were torn and bleeding from com ing in eontnct with the thin ice, which Iliad
been forced to break in my strugg les t o re ach the thick ice. I
tried several times io get out of the water, but my efforts were
in nlin . I finally gave up the attempt, as I grew more exha usfecl wi th every effort, and I wish ed to save my strength
as long ns possible.
·
It seemed hours since I had fallen into the water, though it
was probably not more th:m ten minutes. I shouted for help
until I was hoarse. The n, just as my sti·engtb seemed to be
gone , I heard a party of s katers coming up the riYer, directly
toward the place wh ere I was clinging to the ice.
"Help! help ! " I shouted .
"What'~ that?" cried one of the approach in g skaters, increasing his speed .
"Look out"
I said, "or you' ll go in."
1
After expl aining the sittt ation to them, they tried to pull
me on to the sol id ice . They fottn<l it 110 easy task, bu t by
dint of great care and perseverance they at last succeeded.
Thete were two friends of mine in the party, and they assisted me home . Fortunate ly, the car line was n ear, and as it
ran directly past my home, I experienced no nclditional ill
effects from being exposed t,o the cold ail'. I wns, however,
co nfined to the hou se for a week ns the result of my ndventut·e, and yo u may be sure tha t I do not wish for a repetition
of it.

Under the Ice.
(By Tom A. Grahnrn, Chicago, !11. )
One winter day a crowd of boys nnd myself were skating on
Lake Michigan when s11ddenly th e ice gave way ttnder us, and
three boys and myself were in the cold, icy water.
I we nt dowu about ten or fi fteen feet and then cn mc to the
surface, only to find the ice holding me un der the water, but,
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being an expert swimmer and long-winded I swam to where I
saw one of my companion's legs. I then saw an opening in
the ice where he was being pulled out. I tried to swim to
where it was, but the ice held me.
Soon I heard chopping above me and the ice broke and I
was pulled by the arm out of the water.
Then I was rolled along the ice until I felt able to walk. I
walked to the shore where I found a nice fire . Beside the fire
was the drowned body of Toy Davies, one of my friends; the
other two. Edwin Wessli•g a nd John Fergus, were resctted,
but were nearly frozen.
I went home and put 9n warm clothes. I have never been
skating on that iake since, as I was warned not to.

A. Struggle in QuickBand.
(By George B. Hefler, Brockton, Mass.)
My brother and I are very fond of fishing, and each holiday
finds us neat· some river 01· lake indulgmg in our favndte
sport. On one of these trips we had rather an unpleasant experience which came near proving sedouii. It was on a hot
day in July. We started out with our fishin~ rods over our
shoulders and eome potatoes in a bag which we intended to
cook with our fish
After arriving at. the river we separated, my brother going
in one direction anrl I going in another.
I had been fishing for half an hour with good success when
I was startled by hearing my brother scream:
"Quick! George! Help, I'm sinki111g !"
"Where are yott, Harry!" I ~·elled, dropping my fishing pole
and running in the direction from which his voice came.
"Here! here unser the big oak; hurry!"
I ran to him' and was terrified te see him up to his waist in
quicksand. For a minute I was overcome with fright, then I
came to my senses, and upon looking around I was fortunate
enough to see a long pole, which I ran to get.
When I returned he was up to his armpits and still sinking.
I gave him one end of t11e pole and tried to pull him out. At
first I could not move him, but, after vigorous pulling I saw
that he was nearin~ the bapk. After a few more minutes of
hard work, I had him on the bank, safe again. He had been
fishing when his line caught in a tree. Not knowing about the
quicksand th et e, he had started out to unfasten it when he
fell into the bog. He washed the mucl off his clothes and then
we started for home. When we got there he changed his
clothes, and in an hour he was out playing as lively as ever.

A. Deer liunt.
(By Alfred Rivers, Herkimer, N. Y.)
When the deer·hunting season opened this year, I went to a
gun sto re and bought a repeating rifle. I intended to kill at
least two deer this season or die trying, so I started out the
next morning about four o'cl0ck, taking my clog, Bruno,
along. It took me about two hours to reach the woods; I had
not got my breath yet when Bruno commenced acting in a
strange manner, g1·owling and showing his teeth. I stepped
forward to see what was the matter. Judge my surprise when
I snw two deer start from among the trees and run away
with Bruno in full chase . While I had not even thought .of
shooting at them. Picking up my gnn, which I had dropped
in the excitement of the moment I started in pursuit. I had
run about half a mile when I came to a clearing. There, in
the middle of the field were the deer quietly feeding, apparently unmindful of approachingdanger. Here was the opportunity which I had longed for, so taking steady aim, I fired.
One of the deer fell, bleeding, to the ground, while the other
1·an away I ran to the fallen rleer, which was trying to rise.
Raising my gun, I firec1 , straight at the animal's head. After
a fow struggles, it rolled over and expired. I stepped up close
to the animal, when, lo! nncl behold, I had shot one of
Fa1·mer Hill's ca lves, which I had mistaken in the dusk for a
deer.
Well, I started back home. Father said, "Did you see a
deer?"
I said, "No," whieh was the truth. I went oYer to see Hill,
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who, after a good deal of haggling, agreed to settle for ten
doJ1arS 1 and 110t tell anybody a bOUt it, bnt, SOnJehOW I it leaked
out and now everybody calls me" Deerslayer."

Capsized by the Swell.
(By Joseph Strockbine, Philadelphia, Pa.)
One day as I passed a store I saw some Buffalo Bill stories
in the window. I thought I would buy one, and I read it and
found it very interesting and when I got through "l'l'i th it I
saw in the back of the book some exciting adventures of sotne
boys. Seeing the offers for the beys who could write the most
interestinf and excitiag advemures about themselves, I
would tell you an adventure about myself near
thought
Trenton. I will call it "My Experience in the Water."
~ One day, when I got my dinner I came down to the bank of
the Delaware River, where there were some children playing.
There was a rowboat there, which the children were playing
in. I said to them:
"Let's play steamboats."
They all said, "All right."
We then voted who should be the rower, and I was chosen
to be the one to steer. I put an oar out of the lock of the boat
and it worked nll right. We had places to stop at and let the
children on and off. We rowed all around the banks, and about
half-pa11t three o'clock I looked up the river and Sl\W the City
of Trenton coming. I told all the children to get out of our
boat. I stayed in it, and went out to catch the swells from the
large steamboat. It was low tide,' and you had to row a great
deal before you could get to the channel. l3efore I could get
to the channel the waves started to come. The fi1·st ones were
not so large, and they started to wash me ashore. When the
large waves came I was in about two foot of water, and one
of the large waves tipped the boat way over, and the next
upset her, a.nd I went into the water with all my clothes on. I
had oo push the boat aGhore, and quickly get the water out of
her and went hom e and stole in tile house and got my other
clothes on as quick as I could so that my father would not
kriow it. The boys did not tell, and up till now no one else
has known of it.

SwimmiQg the Charles River.
(By Thomas O'Neill, East Lexington, Mass.)
One clay in July in the year 1895 I was visiting my cousin in
CRmb1·idge, Mass. The Charles River runs through the part
referred to. There were a lot of boys pla ying ball in the park
on the side of the river. One of them suggested 9. swim, ah!!
all ngreed to go. I went with them. We were daring each
other to swim across, when one boy star&ed, and about a dozen
of us followed. We got across in safety, and started to come
back. Th ey started with the current, and I started against it.
I had always swam in fresh water, and knew nothing about
the current of a river. I got about to the middle when I took
a cramp in my arms, and weht under. I was about to go ttnc\er
the third time when three of the boys who heard my cries for
help reached me and caught me by the hair, and saved me
from death.

A. Sharp Bargain.
(By Edwin Egner, South Elgin, Ill.)
A shrewd old Windom County Yankee went into a grocery
story at Norwich and asked the price of herrings.
'"Three cents apiece,'' answered the grocer.
"Ah," snid Smarty, briskly, "I'll take one," and t.he grocer
rolled him up his herring. As he took the parcel a new thottght
struck him.
"Keep beer?" he shouted, explosively.
"Yes~' said t.he gt·ocer, as soon as he recovered from the
shock of his customer's abruptness.
"Row much n glass?"
'"l'hree cents."
"Oh, n b," said the customer, thoughtfully, and then with
great rapidity:
"\Yell , I won't take the herring, I'll take the beer; herrings
three cents, beer's three cents. Give me the beer. There's the
herring," and he passed over the herring, drank the beer,
and started to go.
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"See hel'e," interrupted the grocer, "you haven't paid for
the beer."
"Paid for it. Of course I haven't. I gave .you the herring
for it. Both the same .price, you said."
"Y-e-s- I know," said the grocer, who was getting confused, "but you didn't pay for the herring.''
"Pay for it!" thundered Smarty. "Of course I didn't. Why
shoulll I? I didn't. take it, did I?"
And then the grocer said meekly:
"Oh, well, I presume it's all right-only I don't-but of
course you're correct-only, if yott'll just as leave, I wish
you'd trade somewhere else.''
'l'he customet· retired, and the grocer fell into a brown study
from which he at.length emerged with the remark:
"Well, that's a darned smart feller, anyhow."

J\ Midnight Experience.
( By Van Dycke Charlier, New York City.)
About two and a half years ago, dnring the political feud in
Kentncky, I was there Yisiting my elder brot.her. I had just
been to a mnss meeting of the Republicans, and was returning
home greatly excited overt he cnth usiastic speeches I had been
listening to for the last three hour~. l\'Iy road lay thl'ongh a
small wood, and \Yhile riding- along I continnally turned over
in my mind the mnny aud dreadful deeds which had been perpetrnted cluri11g the last few months, and so managed to work
myself up to such a pitch that every unt1strnl shadow or noise
startled me.
When in this state of mind my horse, which up to this time
had been carrying me al0i1g at an easy canter, came into a
moonlit space and stopped so abruptly as to nearly unseat me.
I looked up to discover the cause, and heheld an apparition in
front of me uttering the mo~t blood curdling sound I have
ever heard. My horse actually crouched in terror beneath me,

and my hair seemed to rise on end. However, calming mysel
by a great effort, I dismounted, and slipping the bridle ove
my left arm I drew a small revolver, which I always carried
an<l led my trembling horse forward.
Can you imagine my surprise when, on approaching thi
,tenible object I discovered that it was a white horse whicn
had been shot in the back, and whose hindquarters wer
paralyzed. He was sitting on his haunches uttering horriblE
groans. Having put the poor animal out of bis misery I again
mounted my horse and soon reached home. Now, after it was
all over the reaction set in and it was several days before 1
recovel'ed from the effects of my midnight experience.

My Experience with a Mad Dog.

(By Elmer G. Peacher, Birmingham, Ala.)
I was standing in the northern part of town watching a
crowd of small child1·en playing. I had jttst missed a car so
had to wait about thirty minutes.
1
All of a sttdden I caught the g limpse of a large Newfoundland dog coming at a swin?ing gait clown the avenue. The
foam was coming out of hts mouth, and I saw in an instant
that he was mad. When he saw the children he went for
them. They scattered in every direction, and the dog started
after a boy of about eight years .
The boy, panic-stricken, started toward me as hard as he
could tear, and fairly yelled:
"Oh, don't let him get. roe, please."
I drew my reYolvet· in an instant and took quick aim and
fired. I saw I had missed. He spranr- at me. I snatched t he
kid and dodged. As he sprang past roe I fired between his ribs.
It brought him down, but I put the other three shots in him
to make sure.
The boy's father was rich, and my last birthday I received a
wheel for saving the boy from the brute.

BOYHOODS OF FAMOUS MEN.

This department contains each week the• story of the early career of some celebrated American. W atcb
for these stories and read them, boys. They are of the most fascinating interest.
Those already published are: No. !-Buffalo Bill; No. 2-Kit Carson; No. 3-Texas · Jack; No. 4Col. Daniel Boone'; Nos. 5 and 6-Davicl Crockett; No. 7-General Sam Houston; Nos. 8 and 9-Lewis Wetzel:
Nos. !O and 0-Capt. John Smith; No. f2-Wi1d Bill; No. !3-Dr. Ft·ank Powell, the Surgeon Scout; No.
l4-Buckskin Sam.

No. 15-''0ld Grizzly" Adams.
(SENECA ADAJV[S.)
By A PARO OF THE PLAINS.
Seneca, Adams he was called, on account of being born near
Seneca Lake, where his earlier years were spent hunting, fishing and paddli11g in an Indian canoe over the waters, whether
they were calm or lashed to fury by a storm.
As a boy, young Adams loYed nature, and he was perfectly
happy if alone in the then vast forests of New York State,
camping on the lake shore, or roving tbe hills; while with his
school companions he was ever restless and anxious to get
away to himself.
Long years after, when in his lone cabin in the wilds of the
Rocky Mountains, Adams was wont to think of his boyhood
home upon Seneca Lake, and of the graves in the little cht1rchyard where lay the mother, father and kindred he had loved.

As a boy, he was a natural animaJ tamer, possessing over al'
dumb beasts a wonderful power, a sort of hypnotic spell.
His pony, his dog, th e cattle and eyen the fowls on the farn:
were wont to follow him as they did no one else.
His aim in life was to get out into the wild lauds of the fa i
''\iest and collect savage beasts for a menagerie which he in
tended should make his fortune.
When not yet seventeen he had leH his home and made th1
start to build hi s fortune, going by wago n tniin, f~r thoi;i
were not the days of many railroad~ across the States towar<
Borde1·land.
To the surprise of all at home, he had one day strapped hii
outfit upon his pack-horse, saddled his riding horse, called hi
0
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d.og and ridden away on his fortune hunt with a wave of his
hat to his loved ones, for he dared not trust himself to say
good-by.
His wi ld life nt home had well gifted him for the work, and
he was engaged as hunt.er for the wagon-train at a small •salary, but to him a generous one_
It was a long, hard trail of months across the country; but
he performed his part well, always keeping the train people
well supplied with game that frequented the country through
which they passed_
Young Adams' first fight with Indians, his first death-blow,
was when the train got into t4e redskin country, and out on
his hunt one day, he came upon a deadly conflict.
One Indian stood at bay against three, and caring nothing
for the merits of the case, it was his nature to help the weak
against the strong.
Seeing that the one he sought to aid would be killed, he
rushed to his aid, dropping one with his rifle, another with
his pistol nnd attacking the third with knife in band.
He had grent strength for his years, wonderful endurance,
was of wiry build, and utterly fearless.
The fight lasted but a moment, and young Adams was the
victor, while the chief whom he had rescued dropped to the
ground from weakness, and astounded that a white hunter
had aided him.
"Well, old Fuss-and-Feathers, I have helped you out of a
little scrape, because I al ways help the under dog in the
fight," said young Adams, iu his qua in t way, for he had an
odd way of speaking . .
The chief was breathing hard, could understand a little
English, and mastered enough to know that the youth was
his friend, and said:
"Young paleface chief heap good-red brother like him
heap-much hurt bad."
"Yes , and your blood is running out fa st-I'll doctor you,
for I can do it."
He quickly set to work to dress the wounds, while he asked:
"What set them on to you?"
"Me Pawnee-love Sioux girl-she love me, maybe.
"Me try to steal bet'. Sioux come and have hard fight."
"Yes, red or white, girls cause trouble; but I ' ll take you to
your village on my horse."
"Good white brother-heap good,'' said the chief, and bringing his horse, young Adam.s helped the Iudiau into the saddle
and took him to his village, where the chief loudly sang his
praises, and all made him welcome.
When the wagon train reached the Rocky Mountains young
Grizzly said that he would strike out for himself and alone:
'fhis he did, and after a' long search happened upon the
very spot whel"e be wished to build his cabin.
His one aim was to get into a country where there were
grizzly bears, cinnamons, mountain lions, panthers, wildcats,
wolves, and any other savage animals he could find, for his object was to collect his "menagerie" ancl tame bis pets to obey
him.
He built hi~ cabin well, of the stoutest logs, determined to
make a fort of it, in case be was attacked by I ndians.
He bad his three horses, for be had made some purchases
at a fort on the way, that cau sed him to get a second packhorse, and he b ad secured a large quantity of supplies, for
camps were few and far between then in that co~mtry.
His horses were also given a stout shelter next to his own,
and his dog, which be bad named Parson, on account of his
very serious looks, was to share tho quarters with him.
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Not a redskin ha d Adams seen in the two months that he
was building his cabins, and as winter was approaching he decided that he would have to go to the nearest fort, a hundred
miles distant, to get more supplies and also set to work to put
up smoked game for use when the heavy snows would keep
him housed.
He had already killed a number of bears and other animals,
and prepared their skins for robes, and later he hoped to catch
all the wild beasts he wanted, when be set to work to do so.
Having completed bis cabins, hidden away in a thick pine
grove among the cliffs, with a spri ng bubbling tip under one
corner of his home, be locked his doors, mounted his horse,
called to his dog and with his pack-horses following, started
on his lon g trail to the fort.
Thou gh n ot yet of age, his face was covered by a long
growth of beard, his hair bad grown so Jong it fell below bi s
shoulders, and in his fur :ind buckskin dress, fox skin cap and
moccasins he presented a very strange appearnnce.
So the officers and men tho ught as he rode into the post, his
horses and dogs following at his hee1 s.
"Colonel, I ran upon a band of redskins on the march this
way, traveliug only by night, and all of 500 strong, for I crept
in and took their count.
" 'fhe_y intend to surprise you, I can swear, and they'll get
here about dawn to-morrow," said young Adams, going at
once to headquarters and reporting.
"My scouts ha ve made no s uch report to me," said the
officer.
"I don't care a continental if they hain't-I tells you the
truth, and it don't seem to me that you have any too many
sogers here to take chances."
"Who are you ?"
"Seneca Adams, born and raised in Seneca Lake, New York,
now a hunter in the Rockies for big and little game and redskins if they are looking for me."
"Are you alone?"
"Yes, only me, my horses and my dog, Parson."
"How far is your camp from here?"
"A hund1·ed miles by the trail I come, and I am after my
winter supplies."
"Tell me all you know about those Indians you saw."
Adams did so, nnd the commandant sent for his officers, and
hardly any of them believed the story, while all the fort scouts
were away to the southward.
"I hain't got nothing to make, and you've got lives to lose
if you don ' t believe me.
"I told you what I saw, colonel, and I wasn't born in the
woods to be scared by a owl. But as you don't fix for those
fellows, I 'll get what I n eeds to buy and light out, for I won't
be caught here," hotly said Adams.
"Stay, my man, for I shall prepare against- attack. But
there have eome tons here white renegades wfth stories just
to put us off our guard at some place to be attacked, aud you
are totally unknown."
"I guess I hain't anxious to get better acquainted-good-by,
colonel," and Adams was leaving when the colonel called him
aside and h ad a long talk with hin1.
The result was that t he fort was put under arms and all
made re ady for the attack, so Adams r~mained to "lend my
rifle for the fight," as he said.
It was just dawn when, without any other warning of their
presence near, 500 Indians rushed upon the fort.
But they were the 0°n es surprised, for they were fairly
mowed down by scores and soon were beaten off at every
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point, while young Adams h a d been th e bravest of t he brave,
throwing no shot awa y, and gaining t he nam e of having
killed twent y India n s, for h e wounded no ne, as his aim was
deadly.
Invited to remain at t he fort, Seneca Adams remained a
fe w days, a nd wh en he went to make his purchases he found
that no mo ney would be taken from him upon any account,
bu t he was forced to accept supplies of all kinds, blankets, the
la test m a ke of weapons, a box of medicines enough of everything to keep a family through the long wi nter.
When he to ok his depart,ure he was giYen a rousing cheer,
and thou g h h e k n ew that he was going to a life of utter
lon eliness, pe r haps to h is death, it did not affect his spirits in
t h e least.
He made the distance by easy :;ti.ges, taking four dnys, as
his pack -horses were heavily laden, and all the way he canied
a p a rro t i n a cage, which the fort sutler had given him , and a
Gr eat Dan e p uppy, the colonel gave him, in his arms.
.
" Now I'm fixed fo1· keeps," he sa id to himself aftel' he had
gotten b is cabin arranger1 to sui t him, and he set to work to
p ack the loft of his stable with hny he had cttred and to cut
woo d an d pile it up aronnd the cnbin to cheer him with a
blazing fi re o n the long winter nights.
H a r dl y had he gotteu all in readiness when a terrible blir.·
za rd came and the winter had begun fol' the young hermit,
It was young Arlarn';, desire to capture cubs alhe and start
his menagerie when the Rpring came. But meanwhile he had
t h e e:reat Dane pttp to train , the par.rot to talk to, and his
h orses and household to look after.
He hun ted and fished on plcasapt clays, his dog, Parson,
always bis companion, and with his supplies from the fol't he
lived well.
Thns the winter passed away, and Adams' first capture for
his menag erie was a grizzly bear cub.
It fought and clawed him, growled and hit him, but he held
on, thre.w it into a bag and ran for his cabin, Parsons leading
for the old she bear was coming along wit.ha roar.
He jttst got in and tossi11g the cub upon the floor, seized his
rifle a nd sprang to the door when the grizzly was there and
gave the cloor a blow with her pnws that made the cabin
shiYer.
Bnt befo1·e sh e could chew the door in splinters, Adams
opened with his rifle th t'o ugh a lookout, and several wellaimed shots finished the grizzly.
9pening the door, the hunter closed and barred it quickly,
for the old h e grir.zly was cominp; with a rush.
"I've got to make a orphan of you, cuhby," said the hunter,
and he opened on tl~e monster grizzly, and had the satisfaction
of killing him, too .
"Two splendid hides and a tine cub for my menagerie," he
mutteTed. H1;1t it was a long time before the cub took kindly
to his master, and he delighted in knocking over the Dane
pttp, and even gave Parson a whack, while he was so strong
that Adams called him Samson.
• But Adams soon had him well trained to follow him like a
dog, and the strange purchases he had made on his w'ay out
we re massive collars, chai ns and padlocks.
He also bu ilt a high, strong stockade p en, and his searches
for cubs were rewarded, as he got a pair of mou.ntain lions a
week old, and came near being killed by the old ones.
He capt ured a wildcat kitten, a pair of wolf cubs, a young
pa n ther, and an eagle, so that he began to feel that his
m en agerie was in sigh t.
·
H e ch ai ned th em all in the stockade, and when they began

to quarrel the parrot remained quiet, w hile P arson a nd t h e
Dane, Colonel, howled dismall y.
Again Adams started for t h e fort after supplies; bu t he was
clawed and bitten 11p until bis face was all scars.
But he did not mind it, got h is supplies an d returned h ome
to find his chained-up menagerie in t he stockade h alf starved,
while wild animals of all kinds had gathered there to join in
the row.
One of Adams' most clever feats was in throwing the lasso,
and it was something he never went without.
, Determined to catch alive a black bear that was at the cabin
as he retm·ned, he gave one end of the Jasso a throw il!tending t.o quickly take a half hitch around a tree.
He caught the bear all right, but with an angry snort it
made a lightning-like break for freedom, and entangled in the
othel' encl the hunter was yanked along down the mountain
side at terrible speed.
"Durnell if I hain't made a mistake to hitch on to this critter," shouted the bear catcher, ae with mighty leaps he followed, unable to free himself, or stop, while the bear in fright
at his pursuit ran the fastel', Parson and Colonel following
with their tails between their legs.
"That durned bar won't stop it) a hundred miles-catch him,
Parson! take hold of him, Colonel !" he yelled.
But the dogs pretended not to hear, and drawing his
revolvers Adams opened fire as he sailed along and after a
few shots ltilled the bear.
When ll'e had secul'ed the skin and returned to his cabin,
he was surprised to find two men there, just clismounting from
their horses.
He recognized them as tough characters he had seen at the
fort, and heen warned against as they had told the sutler that
they were sure that A<lams had found gold in the mountains
and did not wish it known.
"Pard, we has come ter board with yer, while we prospects
a leetle fo!' gold," said one .
"I have all ther boarders I wants, so you just light out from
here, for I know yonr game," said Adams.
"An' ef that's yours we'll meet yer," and the speaker drew
a revo lver, while the otller slipped out of his saddle to use his
rifle.
Bttt Seneca Adams was too quick for them and killed both
of them just as they were about to fire.
"Well, they stm·t my graveyard," grimly said the hunter
and I may add that from beating off au attack by outlaws o~
another occasion, and several bands of Indians th a t trailed
him to his cabin, the graves increased in his buryiug grouud
by a score.
'
Several times did Ad a ms warn the fort of Indian attacks,
:u1d on one occasion when a rdreating band of Indians, with
several white prisoners, camped in the valley, near his cabin,
not knowing he was there, he got his "menagerie," now well
trained, with chains rattling, the beastR roaring, the dogs
barking, and parrot shrieking, while he blew a horn and fired
his revolver8, charged through the hostile camp and sent them
flying in tenor for their lives.
He lost several of the members of his menagerie, but he rescued the prisoners and took them to the fort in safetY.
As the years passed on he kept threatening to spring his
animals upon t he people, but put it off and kept on adding to
his queer lot.
He had become known as" Grizzly Adams," and a wonderful tamer of wild beasts.
His monster gdzzly, Samson, he had trained as a saddle
horse, and rode him anywhere, once ridin g him into a mining
camp, and stampeding everyone who saw him . After long
years, and having become famous, Grizzly Adnms took his
best-trained animals, set the others loose, and started for the
East.
He was quickly engaged with his animal outfit by P. T.
Barnum, and gave exhibitions, but befor e h e could again visit
the scenes of his boyhood at Seneca Lake, be was taken ill at;1d
died i n Connecticut, on e of the m ost remarkable ch a r acters
that was e ve r k nown as a Border Hero.
·
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NEW PRIZE CONTEST.

H OW

Who Has Had the Most Exciting Adventure?
Handsome Prizes Given I\ way
for the Best Anecdotes.
:

W RI TE A

L E TTER I

SHELDON'S .20rn CENTURY
LETTER VvRITER
The best guide to correct modern letter writing
published/

HERE IS THE FLAN!
Boys, you have all bad some narrow escapes, some danger·
ous ·advent.ures in your lives! Perhaps it was the capsii1iug of
a boat, or the scaling of a cliff, or a close shave in a burning
building, or something else equally thrilling!

Write It Up Just As It lfappened I
I

,,,.c offer a handsome prize for the most; exciting and bestwritten anecdote sent us by any reader of 13uFFALo Brt:.L
WEEKLY. 'l'he incident, of course, must relate to something
that happened to the writer himself, and it must also be
strictly true.
It makes no difference how short the articles are, but no
contribution must be longer than 500 words . •
Send in your anecdotes at once, boys. We arc going to publish all of the best ones during the progress of the contest.
Remember: Whether your contribution wins a prize or not,
it stands a good chance of being published, together with your
name.

HERE ARE THE PRIZES!
The Two Boys who send us the best anecdotes will each
receive a first-class Spalding Standa1·d Athletic Sweater, made
of the finest Attstralian latnbs' wool, exceedingly soft. Full
fashioned to body and arms, and without seams of any kind.
Colors: White , navy blue, black and marnon .
The Two Boys who send ;ts the next best anecdotes will
each receive a pair of 11.aymond's All-Clamp Ball-Beal"ing
Roller Skates. Bearings of the finest tempered steel, wi th 128
steel balls. For speed no skate has ever approached it.
The Five Boys who send us the next best anecdotes will
each receive a pair of Winslow's Speed Extension Ice Skates,
with extension foot plates. These skates have detachable
welded steel racing runners, also a n extra set of runners for
fancy skating.
The Ten Boys who send us the next best anecdotes will
each receive a Spalding 12-inch "Long Distunce" Megaphone.
Made of fireboard, capable of carrying the sound of a huma n
voice one mile, and in some instances, tw o miles. More fun
than a barrel of monkeys.
To become a contestant for these prizes, cut out the Anec.
dote Contest Coupon, printed herewith, fill it out propedy, and
send it to BUFFALO BILL WEEKLY care of Street & Smith, 238
William St., New York City, together with your anecdote. No
a necdote will be considered that does not have this coupon accompanying it.

COUPON.

" Buffalo Bill Weekly" Anecdote Contest.
Prize Contest No.

TO

z.

' . .....• ..... ... . • • .. • •••••..• . •••. . . . .1901
Date
Name . .......... . ... . .. . •. .. ... . •. . . . . •• • .......•. •.• . .
City or Town . ...... . •. ... .• . . . ••..• •... • . .•• . • . • •. .. •••

State .. .. . .. . . .. . ... ... ..•.... ... . . . . . .. .... . . • • •• .. .. ..
Title of A n ecdote ........... . ... . .............. .. ... . .. .

PR1CE.

i O CEN'TS.

Jn this volume, eve ry phrase of letter writing is
treateo, and innumerable samples of .correctly-writt en letters are given, showi11g how a young man
may address a banker or a teacher, a friend or a
stranger. a bridegroom or a wi dower, etc., etc.
A FEW OF THE MANY SUBJECTS:
Grammar-Paragraphs-Titles-Construction of a Lette r
~Postcripts-Stamps-Social Letters-Family
Letters-A Father's Letter to an Erring Son~A
Brothefs Warning to a Sistet-The Sister's Reply
-Letters of Intr duction-Letters of CondolenceLettersof CongratulatiOn-Love Letters-Wedding·
Announcements-Ceremony and Reception-Form
Suitable for Invitations-Marriage Announcement-Valentines-General Invita.tiot'ls-Acceptances and Regrets-Notes of Ceremony and Compliment-Business Letters-Application in Answer
to Advertisetnent-1\Iiscellaneous Letters, etc., etc.
For sale by all newsdealers. If ordered by m ail,
lldd four cents fur postsge.
ST R.EET & S.MlTH, 238 W illla:rn St ., N. Y. Cit y.
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A B ook That Young Men May Read

W ith Profit.

woMrn'S srrnns
OR,

How to be Beautiful
P RIOE,

10

CE N TS.

Read the list of some of tile subjects treated :
Types of Beauty-Health E ssential to. Beauty-f::xerci$e-Foo? Bram and Ner..-e Foods-J\luscle-!l~nking F1>ods-~eat P r od u cmg
Foods-Ventilation-Sleep-Cloth10g-Gener al Hn~ts on DressFabrics and Colors-Hints AboutJewelry-The Skrn.
Standard R eci pes-For Sunbu r n and Freckles- For Blotch es and
Pi mples-11Ioth Patches and Moles-Face Powders and Roug esLip Salve and Rouge.
The Eyes-The Nose-The Lips- The Breath-The Teeth-To Develop Throat and Bust.
·
. .
T he Hair-For Dahdruff- Pomt\des- To Kee p the Hatr Ill Cur l.
The Oare of Hands-Beauty Paste- Campho.r .I ce.
The Feet-Fo r Corns-For "Bunions-For Moist F eet-Ingrowing
N~
•
.
Bathing-How to Acquire Flesh- Effect o~ Mental Exe_rtton-Love, .
the Great Beautifier- Real and Imagmary Beauties-How to
Grow Old Gl·acefully- Beautiful Maternity.
The Woman of the Future.
The Perfect J\Ian and Wom&n-Man-W oman.
Por sale by all newsdealers. II order ed by mall, add f our "au
for postage.

STREET & SMITH, Publishers, 238 William Street, N. Y.

THIS CONTEST CLOSES FEBRUARY t.

BlJFFl\lO Bill STORIES
' (LARGE · SIZ:&.)

Containing
the Only Stories Authorized by Hon. WILLIAM F. CODY ("Buffalo Bill").
,
1-Buffalo Bill, the Bord er King. A Story of Daring Deeds.
2-Buffalo Bill's Bes t S hot. A S t o ry of Wild West Adventure.
3-Buffalo Bill's Victo ry. I\ Story of Tangled Trails.
4-Buffalo Bill' s· Rifle Ra n g ers. A Stor y of Rough Riding Rescues.
5-Buffalo Bill's Gold Guard ; or, F ort F et t erman's Girl in Gray.
6-Buffalo Bi!l's Ave nging . Trail; or, The Secr et of a Grave.
7-Buffa lo Bill's 'P han t om f\r r ow; o r , The Ghost Dancer's Doom.
8 - Buffa lo Bi ll's P.rait"ie Police; or, The Decoy of De ath Desert •
9- Buffo lo Bill's B !ack Scouts; or, The Trail of the• Band of Devil's Den.
10-Buffalo Bill's B ravos; o r, T railin g T hro u gh th e Land of Deat h.
1 1- T he Lost Stage Coach; or, 'Buffalo Bill's Long Sea rch.
12-Buffalo Bill's Secret Mis sion; oi·, The Fair Hermit of Myste ry Va lley.
13-Buffa.lo Bill's Boy Bravo Pard; o r , On the Texan T error's Trail.
1 4-Buffalo Bill's Sadd le Sharps; or, The Pledged P a r d s of t he Pony Exp r ess .
1 5 - Buffalo Bill's Unknown Ally; or, The Brand of th e Red A t· row.
16-Buffalo BiH's Pards in Gray; ar, On the Death Trails of th e \ \lild West .
1 7-Buffaio Bill's Death Deal; ot·, The Queen of Gold Canyon.
18- Buffato Bill at Gra eyard Gap~ or, The Doomed Drive r of t he Ove r land.
19-Buffalo Bili's D eath Grapple; or, Shadowed by S u re Shots.
(.SE~IE..S)

ZO- Chapters
21-Chapters
22-Chapters
23-Chapters
24-Chapters
25-Chapters
26-Chapters
27-Chapter-s
, 28-Chapters
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&I L L'5 VICTOl11E5.

1-15 describe Buffalo Bill in the Nick of T ime.
1 6-34 describe Buffalo Bill in the Valley of Doo m.
35-44 , describe Buffalo Bi!l' s Race for Life.

4 5 -59 describe Buffalo Bill o n t h e Tra il of the Re negades.
60-71 de scribe Buffalo Bill's Lo ne Hand.
72-82 de .;cribe Buffalo BiH's Warning.
83-94 describe Buffalo Bill and the Prairie -Whirlwind.
95-108 describe Buffalo Bm Er.trapped.
, 0 9 -11 8 describe Buffalo Bill in the Den of the Ranger Chief.

Ba.ck numbers always on hand. If y ou cannot get them from your newsdealer, five cents a copy

will bring them to y ou, by mail, postpaid.

STR EBT & SMITH, Vublishers,
238

WII..,I.,.,IA~".l

ST • ., NEW YORK CITY.
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The World-Renowned

Buffalo Bill
(HON. WM. F. CODY)
One of his latest photos by Stacy

Buffalo Bill Stories
is the only publication authorized by HoN. WM. F. Coov
..$

W

E }Vere the publishers of
the first story ever written of the famous and worldrenowned Buffalo B.ill, the great
hero whose life has been one
succession of exciting and thrilling incidents combined with
great successes and accomplishments, all of which will be told
in a series of grand stories
which .we are now placing before the American Boys. The
popularity they have already
obtained shows what the boys
want, and is very gratifying to
the publishers.

STREET & SMITH
PUBLISHERS

NEW YORK
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